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Will Take Place in Febmary

Goldston Event will Focus
on Feminism in the 1980s
by Mary Couillard
Staff Reporter

A PERFECT DAY to visit a Maine college? A tour of prospective students and their parents is greeted with|
some November snow. Student photo by Scarpaci.__

The topic “Feminism in the
1980s” is the subject for this year’s
Goldston Event which will take
place in February. The sponsoring
organization includes the Forum on
Human Awareness, Campus Asso¬
ciation and the Office of Career
Counseling.
The proposal is based upon the
idea that feminism is an issue which
is relevant to Bates, as evidenced by
the recent press coverage, and
debate at the college. The sponsors
of the proposal share Betty Friedan’s apprehensions regarding the
future of American Feminism.
In her book The Second Stage,
Friedan suggests that society is view¬
ing feminism as “a theoretical lux¬
ury, a liberal or radical notion we

Jendryejczyk Advocates Freeze in Arms Race
by Bill Walsh
Staff Reporter
In conjunction with over 500 col¬
lege campuses across the nation, a
convocation lecture concerning
“The Freeze and Other Solutioris to
the Arms Race” was held last Wed¬
nesday in Chase Lounge.
The speaker, Mike Jendryejczyk,
is the Fellowship of Reconciliation
(FOR) director of the disarmament
program. FOR is a non-violent
organization that works to abolish
war through peaceful intervention
and to “utilize the resources of
human ingenuity and wisdom for
the benefit of all.”
As FOR’s representative, Jen¬
dryejczyk stressed that “we have
become intoxicated in our technolo¬
gies.” As the Soviet Union feels it is
falling behind in the arms race, it
increases its supply of nuclear wea¬
pons while the United States does
the same. While there are many
reports in existance as to “which side
is ahead” in the arms race, Jen¬
dryejczyk contends that “we have
reached a rough equivalence
between the American and Soviet
weapons.”
Handouts at the convocation
pointed out that it is difficult to
determine the exact size and accu¬
racy, as well as destructive force of
foreign nuclear weapons and there¬
fore, a reliable comparison is impos¬
sible between the U.S. and Soviet
aresnals. However, it was stressed
that “neither (nation) can confi¬
dently attack the other without risk¬
ing devastating retaliation." The end
result, the handout indicated, is
“nuclear parity and mutual de¬
terrence.”
Jendryejczyk called the arms race
a “balance of terror” and urged that
a viable solution would be a techno¬
logical and numerical freeze. This
would halt the production as well as
the testing of nuclear arms in the
Soviet Union and U.S. and stop the
spread of nuclear weapon technol¬
ogy into other countries.
He said, “if (a freeze) imple¬
mented, it would buy time and that’s
what we need desperately.” Jen¬

dryejczyk stressed that this time
would be fruitful in establishing
negotiations with the Soviet Union.
A preliminary freeze proposal
was bom out of the second Strategic
Arms Limitation Talks (SALT II),
and in 1980 became a platform
plank in the national elections, but
was never voted on. Western Massa¬
chusetts initiated a freeze proposal
in the 1980 elections and it was
defeated by a narrow margin. As of
the recent elections “all but one of
the initiatives were passed,” Jen¬
dryejczyk said.
This “grass roots” campaign to
bring a halt to the build-up of
nuclear weapons has become a focal
issue in American politics though
President Reagan stands firm on the
issue. According to Jendryeczyk,
President Reagan feels that a
nuclear freeze would “weaken
America” and Reagan “wants to
regain fiscal superiority over the
Soviets.”
Last spring the proposal reached
Congress and on Aug. 6 came within

one vote of passing. At this point the
government initiated its own freeze
proposal consisting of a build-up of
nuclear weapons and then an actual
freeze.
As a result of the anti-nuclear
weapon supporter’s failure to pass
their proposal on the national level,
they turned to the local referendum
process. The proposal was put on
the ballot in nine states and passed in
eight of them including California,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Mon¬
tana, New Jersey, North Dakota,
Oregon and Rhode Island.
Jendryejczyk said that the referen¬
dum success put pressure on the gov¬

Five new representatives-at-large
will be elected to the Representative
Assembly (RA) on the Monday fol¬
lowing Thanksgiving recess, an¬
nounced RA President Jim Tobin at
Monday’s RA meeting.
These representatives will be
chosen from the student body, and
the names of those who are up for
election will be taken from a sign-up
list which was posted in Commons
this past week, stated Tobin. The
new members will take office at the
first RA meeting of the second
semester.
In other RA business, several of
the student-faculty committee chair¬
persons reported on the progress of
the individual committees.
John Kendall, of the committee
on Admissions and Financial Aid,
reported that his committee had sent
out a questionnaire to faculty
members concerning the admissions

(Continued on Page 4)

The Great American Smokeout

Trying to “Kick the Habit* in 24 Hours
Betsey Allen
Staff Reporter
“The Great American Smokeout
provides people with much support
to encourage them to try to quit
smoking for a day,” said Kathryn

New Representatives
by Jamie Merisotis
Staff Reporter

ernment and that he felt that
Reagan’s popularity was fading as a
result of it.
Jendryejczyk pointed out that the
economic benefits of the freeze
would be enormous. He estimates
100 billion dollars will be saved by
1990 if the freeze were implemented.
This money, he suggests, could be
put back into educational and health
programs which are now suffering
from Reagan’s cutbacks.
A freeze, Jendryejczyk con¬
tended, would also deter the con¬
tinued spread of contaminates in the
air and water caused by nuclear radi-

could toy with in the late soft age of
affluence.” She suggests that “equal¬
ity is becoming a question of basic
human survival.”
These concerns have been
reflected at Bates, especially on the
issue of sexism. It is the aim of this
year’s Goldston Event to “expand
consciousness on the issue of femi¬
nism,” and show that feminism is a
current issue deserving of extensive
thought and discussion.
Student claims that sexism discus¬
sions have been “blown out of pro¬
portion” indicate that there is
“something wrong at Bates,” and the
fact that forums and discussions on
the issue of feminism are poorly
attended signify that there is a need
for such a proposal, according to
sponsors of the event.
The proposal is relevant to the
community because of Governor
Brennan’s plan to propose an
amendment modelled after the fed¬
eral Equal Rights Amendment in
January of 1983 which would coin¬
cide with the time of the event.
Also stressed was the area of the
arts and exposing the LewistonAuburn community to various con¬
tributions of Maine women artists.
The curriculum will be also poten¬
tially affected by the forum by aug¬
menting “the course instruction of
classes offered during the upcoming
semester and short term.”
Finally it is stressed in the pro¬
posal that the Goldston event is
designed to be well balanced, objec¬
tive, and comprehensive in its
approaches. “Thus the proposal is in
keeping with Bates College’s liberal
arts tradition.”

process. The results of this question¬
naire will be forthcoming, Kendall
noted.
Also reporting was Joe Zaia, a
member of the Educational Policy
Committee. Zaia stated that the
committee has considered a pro¬
posal for a new form of general stud¬
ies course, and is also looking into
changes that may be made in the
future regarding the cluster require¬
ment. The committee will also take
up the proposal of an honor code
after the RA moves on the issue.
Another report was submitted by
Jeff Porter, RA treasurer, on the
Extracurricular Activities Commit¬
tee. Porter said that the committee is
currently reviewing the constitutions
of various student organizations.
The constitution of The Garnet was
not approved because of “flaws in its
democracy,” according to Porter.
The committee will be looking into
the Newman Council and GayStraight Alliance constitutions at
their next meeting.

Whitenack ’83, chairman of the
Health Advisory Committee.
The Great American Smokeout
(GAS) is being held nationwide
today. This event, sponsored by the
American Cancer Society, has been
designated as the time for all smok¬
ers to try to “kick the habit,” for a
day.
The event is also held in an effort
to raise the public awareness of the
health problems caused by smoking.
It is hoped that through the distri¬
bution of literature and widespread
media coverage, many people/will
try to give up smoking with the

The Great
American
Smokeout
GAS. Last year, millions of Ameri¬
cans gave up smoking on Nov. 18,
many of them never resumed.
“We hope that due to increased
knowledge among students, the par¬
ticipation will be greater,” said
Whitenack.
“We have been doing a lot of dif¬
ferent things to try to make this
year’s Smokeout a successful one,”
said Whitenack. “Among these are
an announcement that was prepared
for WRBC, and placement of many
posters around campus to increase
the student awareness of the

campaign.
Although the detrimental effects
of smoking on one’s health are com¬
mon knowledge, they are often over¬
looked. Furthermore, the rate of
lung cancer in college age students is
alarmingly high, and still increasing
among young women.
Along with the physical benefits
of participating in the Smokeout,
there can be psychological rewards.
Whitenack explained, “Many
people—not just students—find it
satisfying to learn that they can con¬
trol their smoking habits”.
Max Bolstad ’83, agreed. “The
GAS is a very good idea,” he
explained, “because it makes people
conscious of quitting. A positive
aspect of the Smokeout is that it’s
not a personal thing, it’s a national
consciousness.
“That’s different from the typical
situations smokers find themselves
in, with many of their non-smoking
friends pestering them to quit. It’s
much better, It’s much more condu¬
cive of success.”
Bolstad, who quit smoking at the
start of November , discussed his
reasons for quitting.
“I was fed up with the physical
aspects that are negative... I always
felt weighed down physically by the
(Continued on Page 4)
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White House Accused Catholics of “Fundamental Misreading”
WASHINGTON (UPI)-- The
White House, in a letter delivered
to the nation’s Roman Catholic
bishops Wednesday, said their pro¬
posed statement on nuclear war
contains “fundamental misread¬
ings of American policies”and
ignores the impact of a Soviet arms
buildup.
The letter, signed by national
security adviser William Clark,
himself a Catholic, defended the
morality of the U.S. strategy of
nuclear deterrence, calling it “a
means to prevent war and preserve
the values we cherish.”
Clark addressed his seven-page
letter to Archbishop Joseph Bernardin of Chicago, chairman of the
National Conference of Catholic

Bishops’ Ad Hoc Committee on
War and Peace, which drafted a
pastoral letter strongly opposing
the use of nuclear weapons.
Nearly 300 prelates attending
the annual meeting of the confer¬
ence are debating the second draft
of the proposed letter and will vote
on a third and final draft in May.
The White House is “puzzled,”
Clark said, that the second draft of
the pastoral letter virtually ignores
attempts by the administration “to
correct the prior draft’s mistaken
depictions of U.S. nuclear stra¬
tegy.”
The latest draft, he said, “con¬
tinues to reflect fundamental mis¬
readings of American policies and
continues essentially to ignore the

far-reaching American proposals
that are currently being negotiated
with the Soviet Union.”
In the negotiations, he said, the
U nited States is seeking action “on
achieving steep reductions in
nuclear arsenals, reducing conven¬
tional forces and, through a variety
of verification and confidence¬
building measures, further reduc¬
ing the risks of war.”
Clark said the draft also fails “to
describe either the facts or the
impact of the Soviet buildup which
we face and which goes far beyond
defensive needs.
“It is important for the Bishops
Conference to know our decisions
on nuclear armaments, and our
defense posture are guided by

Americans held in Angola Return Home
PARIS (UPI)—Three Ameri¬
cans held as prisoners in Angola
flew home to the United States
Wednesday amid predictions their
release signaled an improvement in
U.S. relations with the Marxist
Angolan government in central
Africa.
The two mercenaries and one
pilot were freed Tuesday in a com¬
plicated exchange of prisoners
involving six nations, including
Cuba, the Soviet Union and South
Africa.

The Americans were handed
over to International Red Cross
authorities in Lusaka, Zambia, as
three Soviet prisoners, a Cuban
and 94 Angolan POWs were
released by South Africa. The
bodies of at least two South Afri¬
can soldiers killed in Angola were
expected to be returned Wednesday.
The three Americans flew first to
Paris, where they they were allowed
to talk only with U.S. officials
during a transit stop at Charles de

Gaulle Airport.
Although bearded and tattered
when released, they were clean¬
shaven and wore clean clothes as
they boarded the plane to New
York.
In Washington, Rep. Howard
Wolpe, D-Mich., chairman of the
House Foreign Affairs subcom¬
mittee on Africa, said the release was
“an extremely important, positive
gesture.”

Campus Briefs
Bowdoin Fraternity Suspended
THE BOSTON GLOBE Founda¬
tion pledged 25,000 dollars to Colby
College’s 2000 campaign. The gift
was in the memory of Neil Loenard,
a former director of the Boston
Globe and Chairman of the Colgy
College Board of Trustees.
THE BETA THETA PI fraternity
at Bowdoin College was suspended
by it national organization as a
result of a initiation party that
resulted in over 6,000 dollars dam¬
age. Among the problems cited at
the party, the house sprinkler system
was activated, the sprinkler com¬
pany’s truck was stolen when it

arrived to fix the system, the door of
the security car was kicked in and
Brunswick firefighters responding to
the scene were harrassed by partygoers.
A MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE
TRUSTEE cited “disenchantment”
with the college as a reason for
resigning her position as a Charter
Trustee. Julie Johnson Kidd, a 1967
graduate of Middlebury, is the presi¬
dent of the Christian A Johnson
Endeavor Foundation, a group
which has given close to five million
dollars to the school since the late
1960s. Kidd’s resignation raises
doubts as to the future of that organ-

ization’s continued philanthropy at
Middlebury.
THE BATE HAPPA PHI frater¬
nity at the university of Massachu¬
setts was ordered by District Court
Judge Benjamin Apkin to provide
an escort service for drunk drivers
each Friday and Saturday night
untill May, 1983. The service was
created in the ruling afit;r two frater¬
nity members were assested and
charged with illegally selling alchohol. The service requires three per¬
sons, one to monitor telephone
requests and the other two to drive
drunken individuals and their cars
home.

Dateline: Lewiston
Man Sentenced in Baby-Hurling
A MAN WHO HURLED a baby and charged her with arson in con¬
girl to the ground in Brunswick after nection with a small fire at 133 Hor¬
taking hallucinogenic mushrooms ton St. on Monday afternoon. The
was ordered Tuesday to serve four fire at the four-story apartment
months in the Maine Correctional building allegedly began in a shed
Center. In August, 1981, after leav¬ attached to a second floor porch.
ing the psychiatric unit of a Bruns¬
wick hospital, Richard H. Anderson,
A LEWISTON MAN reported to
23 of Cumberland, walked into a police on Tuesday that his son was
driveway, picked up 20-month old assaulted by two subjects and that
Sarah Yearty, a stranger, and threw the money from his paper route was
her to the ground. She suffered a stolen Tuesday afternoon.
fractured skull.
ANOTHER
LEWISTON
LEWISTON POLICE TUES¬ CHILD was assaulted Tuesday
DAY arrested a Lewiston woman afternoon when walking home from

school. According to police reports,
an 8-year old boy was beaten up by
larger youths and his bicycle stolen.
ONE OF TWO Mechanic Falls
young men charged with causing
hundreds of thousands of dollars
damage to Edward Little High
School last month was released
from jail last Tuesday after his bail
was reduced. Justice Louis Scolnik
granted a motion to reduce bail for
Bernard Carey, 18, who has been
incarcerated since his arrest on Oct.
10.

World News Capsules
Charge Against Draft Resister Dropped
A U.S. DISTRICT COURT
judge dismissed the case against a
21-year-old admitted draft resister
Monday in Los Angeles. The judge
ruledthat the registration rules were
published in the Federal Register,
instead of the 3® days required. .He
also ruled the govemme»thad vio^pai:!lhe.consttt«t«matii

Wmmm
opponents of the draft.

_____

WOODY WOODPECKER was

enshrined earlier this week in the
Smithsonian Institution. Woody
ranks with Mickey Mouse, Donald
Duck, Bugs Bunny and Popeye
among the world’s favorite movie
cartoon characters.

law making the possession of more
than 500 dollars in cash a felony.

FAMEP DEFENSE LAWYER

A STUDY OF 1300 men at 12
Veterans Administration hospitals
suggests that an aspirin a day cuts in
half the chances of having a heart

^uili^^afee
hfebtjey. Badey,speaking at the Sate University ef
New York at Buffalo, proposed a

patients Wjtfc unstable
angina, toarked by changing pattern
of chest pains andfreqneney of heart
attacks.

moral considerations as compell¬
ing as any which have faced man¬
kind,” Clark said.
“We believe,” he said, “that by
sustaining effective deterrents and
working for effective arms control,
we will preserve the peace while
protecting the fundamental values
of Western civilization which you
share.”
Clark said the administration
“would value opportunities to dis¬

cuss these vital issues” with the
bishops.
In a straw poll taken during
Monday’s debate, 195 bishops
were in basic agreement with the
proposed statement; 71 had major
reservations and 12 were in basic
disagreement; 234 basically agreed
with its socio-political analysis and
44 expressed reservations; 141 bas¬
ically agreed with its theological
principles and moral conclusion on
nuclear war and 114 had major
reservations.

Shultz Proposes Plan to
Lessen Military Tensions
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Secre¬
tary of State George Shultz today
proposed a plan to lessen military
tensions in Central America
through an agreement to keep
major offensive weapons out of the
region and the withdrawal of all
foreign military advisors.
Shultz stressed that his plan was
based on “reciprocity and strict
verification” and emphasized the
same concepts should be applied to
ending foreign support for guer¬
rilla and other insurgent groups in
the region.
The secretary of state made clear
to the Organization of American
States that the United States will
continue to help maintain the secu¬
rity of its friends in the strife-torn
region. “Peace is impossible with¬
out security,” he said.
“Fortunately,” Shultz told the
OAS foreign ministers, “not all of
the conditions for war are present
in Central America. Most states
still lack the major offensive wea¬
pons that would be needed for an
attack on their neighbors.
“That may give us our opening,”
Shultz added.
“Why shouldn’t we encourage
the governments of Central Amer¬
ica to agree, all of them, on a basis
of reciprocity and strict verifica¬
tion, not to import major offensive
weapons?
“Clearly that’s only part of the
solution, but it would be a start,”
he said.
But Shultz also warned that
there “will be danger to peace as
long as foreign troops or military
advisers are present” in Central
America, a clear reference to U.S.

military advisers in El Salvador
and Honduras and a large Cuban
contingent and other communist
advisers in Nicaragua.
“Why not go for agreement
among Central American coun¬
tries, again on a basis of reciprocity
and verification, to reduce their
numbers to some low agreed level,
or to zero?” Shultz asked.
“The same treatment, reciproc¬
ity and verification, could be app¬
lied to practical and mutual
undetakings to end any and all of
the support for violent activity on
the territory of others,” he said.
In his nine-page speech, Shultz
also talked about the recent AngloArgentina Falklands war, the
international economic situation,
issued a warning against trade pro¬
tectionism, and hailed the rising
tide of democracy in the hemi¬
sphere.
On the Falklands issues, he
reaffirmed to the OAS that despite
Britain’s opposition it will con¬
tinue to support resolutions calling
for negotiations with Argentina to
settle the sovereignty dispute over
the Falkland Islands.
“Earlier this month we were
pleased to support a balanced reso¬
lution on the Falklands-Malvinas
question in the United Nations,”said Shultz, using both the Brit¬
ish and Argentinian name for the
islands in the South Atlantic.
“We could support in this body a
similar resolution,” he said.
“We hope that both actions will
prove effective in promoting a
peaceful solution to this dispute,”
Shultz said.

IRA Claims Slaying of
“Master Butcher”
BELFAST, Northern Ireland
(UPI)— The Irish Republican
Army Wednesday claimed respon¬
sibility for slaying Lennie Murphy,
one of Northern Ireland’s most
feared Protestants nicknamed
“Master Butcher”for his style of
killing.
Police said they would examine
the IRA claim but were“still inves¬
tigating the motives.”
A police source said they were
exercising caution because “Mur¬
phy could quite as easily have been
killed by a Protestant.
“He didn’t have too many
friends,” the source said.
Murphy, released two months
ago from the Maze Prison where
he served a term for illegal wea¬
pons possession, was shot to death
as ^»e parked his car in west Belfast
Tuesday night.
stage4 tiie. ?
killing, 4^e ' 't«t{awied IRA kata,
“Murphy had been responsible for
the horrific murders of over 20

innocent nationalists in the Belfast
area and the murders of a number
of Protestants."
The IRA, in a statement issued
through its legal political wing
Sinn Fein, claimed “Murphy was
attempting to re-establish a similar
murder gang to that which he led in
the mid ‘70s.”
Murphy was believed to be the
leader of the “Butcher Gang”
which operated out of the Shankhill Road Protestant district in the
mid ‘70s and took its name from
the way it slashed the throats of its
Catholic victims.
More recently Murphy was
thought to be the “brains” behind
the outlawed Ulster Volunteer
Force. He had a reputation for
using violence against his own men
who stepped out of line.
Last month Murphy was irateiv
rogated about the brutal -v
«eath of Cathohc J4seph Do*nga»'
but was released for lack of
evidence.
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Special Report

Bates Students Enjoy Alternative Living Abroad
•by Dave Ehrenthal
and Meryl Moskowitz
Special to the Student
Do any of the following intrigue
you? Picadilly Circus, the banks of
the Seine, the Hofbrau House, tulips
of Holland, the majestic Matter¬
horn, tracing the steps of Joyce
through Dublin, of just strolling the
piazzas of Rome...
Each year twenty of fifty students
venture out of the Bates community,
to discover some of the places just
mentioned, and more. As two par¬
ticipants in the 198,1-1982 Junior
Year Abroad program, we were
interested in the participant’s
motives for leaving Bates, their
experiences and subsequent new
outlook on Bates. At the same time,
we would especially like to share and
encourage others to break out of
their often1 closed and restricted life¬
styles to discover and embark upon
the vastly different cultures of the
world.
The first question that came to
our mind was: “why leave Bates?”
For some, it was a simple decision—
merely choosing the destination and
purchasing the plane tickets, while
others struggled over the costs and
benefits. Enhancing their academic
programs was a major reason for
leaving.
Language majors found it benefi¬
cial to study the language in its
respective country. For example,
Jim Higgins (JYA at Bascanson,
France) saw going to France as the
best way to command the French
language. For David Cloutier, (JYA
in Austria) going to Austria pro¬
vided an opportunity to study his, tory, to actually see first hand the
places where historical events
bccured. To Sarah Jameson, (JYA
in Florence and Dunider) living in
Florence proved an ideal setting to
study Rennaissance art.
On the other hand, students chose
to leave for social reasons. A small
community such as Bates offered lit¬
tle by way of social diversity. Mary
Couillard explained, “I felt academ¬
ics took up a disproportionate
amount of time. Academics seemed
to be too much a part of our lives^—it
seems , to be the sole focus here. I
chose to go J Y A because I wanted
more from my college experience.”
Higgins had similar sentiments, “I
had to get out of this sheltered com¬
munity. I needed more social

freedom.”
Others just simply wanted a
change from their daily routines.
Terri Bravo sought diversity and the
excitement of the city—Bravo chose
Paris. Dave Ehrenthal felt that four
years of Bates was too narrow an
academic experience. “Learning is
not merely reading textbooks and
regurgitating facts. It includes a
broad understanding of ourselves as
individuals in a diverse world, and
not just within the microcosm of the
Bates College community,”
Generally, people agreed that
going abroad could only be a posi¬
tive experience though others, such
as Lisa Veilleau and John Morefield
were a little concerned that they
would fall out of step of their respec¬
tive tracks.
Paul Scannel summed up the
JYA experience, “I cannot see any
reason why a Bates student would
not want to study abroad for his or
her junior year. It is interesting, fun
and all the adjectives that one would
expect.” Paul spent the year in Nice.
Attending a foreign university
provided the diversity that Meryl
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ST. PETER’S SQUARE in Rome.

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY iii Dublin, Ireland.
Moscowitz was looking for, “the

iii
I CATHEDRAL OF NOTRE DAME in Paris.

University of Geneva offered the
chance to study international eco¬
nomics and politics, in the French
language. The atmosphere was
exciting, as students from all over
the world come together to offer a
multiplicity of views. For example,
speaking with Etheopians about
arm sales, or discussing the merits of
communism with a Hungarian, or
the evil of capitalism with a student
from Ansola. Being exposed to dis¬
parate viewpoints, opened my mind
. to different ideas, and made me real¬
ize that the American way is not the
only way. It made me realize some of
the merits of the American experi¬
ence, while realizing some of the
drawbacks."
All people spoke of the unlimited
travel opportunities. Higgins par¬
ticularly enjoyed the sense of mobil¬
ity, being able to hop on a train from
Bascanson and in forty minutes
being in the Swiss Alps. Jameson
raved about the opportunity of
boarding a train on Friday morning,
and spending Saturday in a chosen
country. For example, one Friday
^morning she had a craving for the^.

coast of France. Subsequently, she
boarded the train for Nice, Ehren¬
thal was fed up with London so he
hopped a boat to France.
Ehrenthal had his best times while
traveling. “Spending the week in
Paris, a few days in Venice and Flor¬
ence, a week in Rome and winding
up with a week in Crete was the most
breathtaking experience in life. The
only regret I had was the limited
amount of time I had during this
tour. Nobody should deny them¬
selves a trip to Europe or to a foreign
land. Jaking yourself as an individ¬
ual without the constraints of your
native Surroundings.”
Nate expressed the time away as a
period for inner growth, a time for
testing his own values and norms
through exposure to other idealogies. He stressed the value of being
independent, of being in situations
of self-reliance.
How do these students look at
Bates today? How do they fall into
the community today? To the stu¬
dents we spoke with, being away
shed both positive and negative light
oh JB^tgs, JT.hpjdistanje prqvijl^d thq

opportunity to look at Bates objec¬
tively. Bravo found she missed her
friends, and the feeling of belonging
to a close community. Couillard
shared her sentiments, and missed
the closeness of the Bates commu¬
nity, but also realized that the close¬
ness generated by an often
oppressive environment. Jameson
missed the efficiency of learning, the
ease of studying.
Have our feelings changed since
returning? Meryl explained “I left
Bates with no regrets. The time away
made me realize that there really are
some positive aspects here, some¬
thing I probably would not have
been aware of had I been here all
four years. I was apprehensive about
returning, wondering whether peo¬
ple had changed and would not feel
as though I belonged. But I soon
settled right back into the swing of
things, for Bates hadn’t changed,
and I actually felt more comfortable
with the whole atmosphere.”
Scannel expressed the anti-climax
of coming back to college life, and
expressed difficulties with concen¬
tration in studying. Jameson added
that “getting used to a heavy aca¬
demic load and a structured time¬
table was a problem. Ehrenthal felt
distant at first from the student
body: “Leaving as a sophomore,
familiar with all four classes and
arriving to. find two new classes was
difficult.”
All students we spoke with had
only positive responses to their time
spent abroad. All are convinced that
JY A was a wonderful experience, an
opportunity that all should consider.
We realize that to Juniors and
Seniors, JYA may not be part of
their plans, however, we hope that
the experiences we’ve shared have
shed some light on what it’s like to
study at a foreign university and
travel through foreign countries.
So if the chateaux of the Loire,
the islands of Greece, conversing
with German students about the
peace movement, debating Reagonomics at the London School of
Economics’ or hopping trains from
one country to the1 next intrigues
you—dp something differentstudy abroad, travel anywhere, join
the Peace Corps, go to Alaska—there’s a world out there waiting to
■ ,be exploded,' ,-?cr , -, ,,j
, ,.
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Keable and Hunt S ik Out
on Life at Bates College
L

by Gail Johnston
News Editor
“The only thing that we’re doing
differently is that we’re getting
married while we’re at Bates,”
explained Charlene Keable ’83,
president of the Bates College
Republicans (BCR).
Keable and Bill Hunt ’84, who is
vice-president of the BCR, will be
getting married before the start of
the second semester. After decid¬
ing last year that they wanted to
live on campus, theywere imme¬
diately faced with the statement
from the administration that Bates
does not provide married housing.
That situation was soon changed
and according to Keable, “there
will be married housing next
semester, if you call living in the
“Fast Lane” married housing.”
Keable explained that while the
double on the ground floor of Page
where they will be living has “its
advantages it is still fairly noisy,
but I prefer to be on campus
because I don’t want to walk at
night. Not to say that it wouldn’t be
smarter to live off campus.”

“Bates is limited as to what you
can apply to the real world,”
agreed Keable. “Even the econom¬
ics is very theoretical.”
But while they might agree on
this issue, Keable explained that
“we’re dealing with two different
outlooks on life. It’s very hard
when you’re raised in a family
where girls and guys are treated the
same, and you’re entering into a
family where women have a differ¬
ent role than men.
“I’m a conservative ,in the fiscal
sense, but I believe in women’s
rights.
“I think it’s wrong for guys to
feel that they are better and that
that have better opinions just
because it’s a different view point.
I’ve run into several men who feel
that even if you graduate with
honors from Bates, that you’re still
not as smart as a man. It doesn’t
matter what degrees you have or
whether or not you actually have
any brains.”
Hunt agreed with these state¬
ments but explained that “when
you’re married and you get down
to an argument that neither one

If the Soviet Union perceives us to
be weak, they will exploit us.

/ don’t think anyone wants peace
more than / do.

Hunt said that planning for the
wedding has “shown us the differ¬
ence between the real world and
Bates, and how far off the track
Bates College is.”
He continued, “I just think
some of the administration and
faculty are so far disconnected
from reality that I can’t believe it
sometimes. Bates may give us the
ability to analyze things, but it
doesn’t give us the ability to ana¬
lyze things in the real world.”

can solve, somebody’s got to make
the final decision, and the tradi¬
tional role gives it to me.”
Hunt continued, “I get really
upset when I start hearing these
distinctions between men and
women, black and white, gay and
straight. I hate classifications.”
Both seemed to agree with Keable’s statement that, “there’s no
reason that gays or lesbians
shouldn’t have the same rights as
everyone else, but when they

demand that we show that we agree
with them, that’s something
different.”
“I have had situations, not exactly
like this, but to the effect of someone
coming up to me and saying, ‘Hi I’m
gay, and what are you going to do
about it?’ What do I say?‘Gee that’s
nice,’ or ‘Gee you’re weird,’ queried
Hunt.
“If you want my honest opinion,”
said Keable, ”it’s against my morals.
People who are straight aren’t sup¬
posed to overly display it in public,
“He accused me of living in the
Keable explained that “we’re
so why does someone who is gay feel
1950 s," said Hunt.
often classified as warhawks, but Bill
that he or she has to go out and
Hunt continued, “There were and I are getting married. We’re
make it a public issue. It’s a private
comments earlier in the year when thinking about a family. We don’t
thing, and it’s no oneelse’s business.
we had Holly Near, Timothy Leary want a war, but some of us feel that
“Discrimination does happen
and Ralph Nader here, coming from the best defense is a good offense.”
more to gays, that I’ll admit. But
people who disagree with what the
According to Hunt, “If the Soviet
they aren’t the only ones. Last year
College Republicans stand for, say¬ Union perceives us to be weak, and
as president of the Bates College
ing that the speakers this year have its just the perception whether or not
Republicans, I received numerous
represented about 80 percent of the it’s true, they will exploit that.
obscene phone calls, and someone
faculty and eight percent of the stu¬
“If the Soviet U nion perceives us
broke my door frame, Bill’s car has
dent body, but it’s an active eight as invincible, perceives that if they
been vandalized five times.”
percent.”
try and fight us we’ll wipe them off
According to Hunt, “as long as we
classify them as minorities, we’re
going to have trouble. We have to
start classifying them as people.
Minority weekend, for instance, is a
good program, but it’s missing one
key factor. It’s bringing the poor
black student up, but why not bring
poor whites? No one goes out to
bring them to Bates for a specific
weekend. Make it fair, bring them
all up.”
For the same reason, “conserva¬
tives tend to be against the old affir¬
mative action program of quotas. I
don’t care what color a person is or
Most republicans have very set stan¬
The majority has to realize that to
about his sexual or religious prefer¬
dards about what they feel is right or keep that majority they have to be
ence,” said Hunt.
wrong or fair.
active.
Keable continued, “ARepublican
is a very patriotic person who prefers
a defined system so that we know
what the rules are, and if you want to
advance, how you do it within the
system. MostRepublicans have very
set standards about what they think
is right or wrong or fair.
“Dean Carignan hasn’t opened
his mind up to a lot of our ideas.
He’s enlightened in the liberal sense,
and I more than want to listen to
that side, but I‘ve been disappointed
in Dean Carignan’s treatment of the
Bates College Republicans because
every time he sees us he says that
we’re not enlightened.”

Smokers to “Kick the Habit”

(Continued from Page 1)

smoke,” he said.
Bolstad said it was not difficult for
him to quit, and he encouraged
other students to try.
“I don’t miss it at all,” he added.
Although some can break the
habit with relative ease, for others it
is more difficult. One goal of the
Smokeout is to give added incentive
to smokers in this latter group.
“It’s especially difficult for some
college students to give up smok¬
ing,” Whitenack explained, “be¬
cause smoking serves so many
purposes for them. Some students
smoke to relieve stress when they’ve
been studying. Smoking also serves
a very important social function.
Many students smoke while they’re
at parties, or just hanging out.”
Another factor which adds to the
difficulty with which one gives up
smoking is whether one’s need to
smoke is based on physical addic¬
tion to nicotine. As one sophomore
described, “If you can go without

smoking for one day, you can quit
permanently. Some people smoke
because of a physical addiction to
nicotine, others because of habit.
“If it’s based on habit it’s easier to
quit smoking, than if it’s based on
physical addition. If one smokes due
to a physical addiction, then it

effects the person mentally and
physically if he goes without.”
Though the physical and psycho¬
logical benefits to be gained can help
a person decide to stop smoking,
some feel the prohibitive cost of
cigarettes may make the decision for
them.

“Balance of Terror"
(Continued from Page 1)
The Soviets, Jendryejczyk feels,
ation as a result of spillages and dis¬ are in basically the same situation as
posal of waste that can lead to the United States in the areas of
serious disease. He urged that the arms build-up and civil defense and
first step in halting a nuclear build¬ believed they would probably be
up is to stop the testing of nuclear willing to accept a freeze proposal. “I
weapons.
would be surprised if they (the
Jendryejczyk stressed that the Soviets) wouldn’t go along with it
idea of a “limited nuclear war” is (freeze) because it would be in as
simply a fallacy and that the biologi¬ much their interest as ours,” he
cal consequences of any kind of added.
nuclear war would be devastating.
Furthermore, he argued, the current
This, Jendryejczyk concluded,
civil defense programs are highly would halt the production of wea¬
inadequate and poorly designed for pons that “are supposedly built for
protection from any sort Of nuclear our security which are hindering our
security.”
fall-out.

According to Keable, “the major¬
ity just has to realize that to keep
that majority they have to be active.”
On foreign relations, Hunt said
that “our defense is pitiful. We
would be in real trouble if the Soviet
Union decided to invade Europe.
There is very little we could do about
it except launch a nuclear weapon,
and that is despicable. It’s scary, and
I don’t want that. I don’t think
anyone wants peace more than I
do.”

the face of the map, even if we
wouldn’t do it, then they won’t
attack us.
“Perceptions are the most crucial
things.
“I strongly support strategic arms
limitation talks, but I am opposed to
the Freeze because it pervents that
preception. If they perceive that we
want to build up very fast, they will
come to us and try to reduce,but if
we say we want to stop it will be all
over.”

Women’s Cross
Country
by Maijie Needham

Staff Reporter

Also running for Bates, Captain
Pam Fessenden was 27th in her last
college cross country race. Pauline
Vashon finished 38th, Betty Banplaced 52 nd, PJ Levin was 83 rd
while Ann Walsh finished 98th.
Bell has been steadily improving
throughout her two years at Bates.
Last year she trailed Watt, who rep¬
resented Bates at the New England
meet. Placing tenth in the Nation,
Watt was Bates first Woman AllAmerican runner. Th:- year Bell
caught Watt and passed her, qualify¬
ing herself to compete on the
National level. With both Bell and
Watt returning to work together and
challenge each other Bates’ cross
country future should continue to be
both successful and exciting.

Boston, Ma.- Rain and deep mud
are not exactly record setting condi¬
tions, but nevertheless, the NCAA
Women’s National Division 3 Quali¬
fiers were held last weekend at
Franklin Park. When it was over
Bates found itself ranked among the
top three strongest teams.
There was no major upset in this
meet as top seeded Southeastern
Massachusetts won the event with
71 points. Without sending any indi¬
viduals to the National meet, Willi¬
ams managed a second place finish,
with 130 points. Bates placed two
runners in the top 15, challenging
Williams’ 136 points. Qualifying to
compete in the National meet,
Nancy Bell was eighth overall in
18:28. Teammate Becca Watt just
missed the nine individual cut off,
Portland attorney and Greater
finishing eleventh in 18:38.
Immediately following Bates were Portland Draft Council member
Middlebury, Smith and Bowdoin. William Howison will speak on reg¬
Bowdoin’s star, Laurie Bean, also istration and draft law at 8 p.m.,
qualified to race in Fredonia, New Dec. 1 in Chase Lounge.
The speech is open to the public.
York this weekend with a fifth place
There is no admission charge.
finishing time of 18:20.

Portland Attorney
to Speak on Draft

t pates! i^tutient
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Tough Schedule
A headfor Bobcat Men

Women
Preparing for
Tough
Season

by John Cullen

Staff Reporter

by Amy Coffey

Staff Reporter
While fall sports teams are wrap¬
ping up their seasons, 12 Bates
women are just beginning to prime
themselves for competition.
These 12 women can be found
running, jumping and shooting in
Alumni Gymnasium, preparing for
the 1982-83 women’s basketball
season.
Though they have been keeping in
shape during the fall, the women
have only been meeting with Coach
Donna Turnbaugh since the end of
the volleyball season. Turnbaugh is
also the head coach of women’s
volleyball.
Turnbaugh, however, is now able
to devote her full time to coaching
basketball and is confident the
squad will be ready for its first match
against Husson College on Dec. I.
Turnbaugh said she feels that the
Husson game will be one of the
toughest this season, and the team
must be in full playing power for this
opener.
In an overall estimate of the team,
Turnbaugh feels that its depth will
not be a set five women combina¬
tion. Instead she sees the potential to
interchange her players to form var¬
ious winning combinations.
Seven women will return from
last year’s squad. Senior Captain
Gail LeBlanc, who is 193 points
away from the Bates career-scoring
record of 1079 points, will be playing
a guard-forward position.
Senior Nat Saucier will be back to
play at forward. Saucier, a fine and
aggressive player, is winner of the
Nellie Bannister Burrill Award for
achievement, improvement and
sportsmanship.
Senior Laura Hollingsworth will
return to play center. Hollings¬
worth, at six feet-two inches, leads
the team with a .394 field goal per¬
centage. Kathy Rose, also a senior,
will be seeing action as a guard for
the Bobcats.
Returning juniors are Meg Fla¬
herty and Laury Schwartzberg.
Both women competed in fall
sports—Flaherty in field hockey and
Schwartzberg in soccer—and are
ready for a competitive season.
Paula Pomponi, a sophomore
guard, should prove an asset to the
team due to her speed and defensive
skill. Monique Petty, also a sopho-

more, will be trying to top her Bob¬
cat record for last season of 36 steals.
Rounding out the squad are four
first year players who Turnbaugh
feels will prove invaluable to the
team. They are: Lynda Chabot, a
speedy guard from Somersworth,

New Hampshire; Lisa Kelley, who
has proven to be a good all-around
player with a 12-15 foot outside shot
range as well as continually clocking
in as the fastest sprinter on the team;
(Continued on Page 7)

by Lissa Bass
Now the football season is over,
and the Bobcats finished with a
record of four wins and four losses.
Head Coach Web Harrison recently
took a moment to reflect back on the
1982 season.
Amherst 35-Bates 14: “That game
was much closer than the final score
indicates. We were guilty of a lot of
turn-overs, but Amherst turned out
to be a good football team this
season.”
Bates 19-Middlebury 15; “This
was a big win for us. It was the first
time we beat Middlebury in a long

Other strengths for the Bobcats
over last year will be a greater depth
this year. Amols hopes to play many
people as the top eight or nine play¬
ers can shuffle in and out without
weakening the team.

(Continued on Page 7)

Getting a Head Start on the NBA Season
Many NBA experts felt that the
Yes, it’s still early in the season.
And yes, it may be too early to make arrival of Bill Walton as a part-time
long-range predictions. But after Clipper would hinder Silas’ team’s
nearly one month of professional chances of winning the title. But
basketball, it seems evident that sev¬ Silas disagrees.
eral favorites have emerged as possi¬
ble challengers for the 1982-83 NBA
Sampsionship Title.
Thus far, San Diego, Houston
and the surprising New York Knicks
_by David Brenner, staff reporter_
have established themselves as the
“Despite the fact that Bill Walton
leading candidates for the NBA
is playing once a week, we have not
Sampsionship.
San Diego Clipper Coach Paul lost our enthusiasm for losing. It’s
Silas is pleased with his team’s start unfortunate that Terry Gummings
this season. “I’m really proud of my has joined our team. His presence
players,” states the former rebound¬ could disrupt our tempo, and we
ing great. “Our backs are definitely could win a game or two. But, hey,
to the wall. Both Cleveland and I’ve been around. I realize that even¬
Houston are playing terrible ball, tually we’ll get lucky and win
and the Knicks have been a big another game. Nobody in this
league can maintain a perfect
surprise.”

Dave
on Sports

Harrison Looks Back on Season
Staff Reporter

A new head coach and a better
inside game will, be the two new
additions to this year’s men’s basket¬
ball team.
The Bobcats hope to improve on
last year’s disappointing 5-18 season
starting in two weeks when they play
Brandeis, a team which beat Bates
69-63 last year.
John Amols returns to Bates as
head coach this year after spending
last season assisting at Connecticut
College. In the two years previous he
was the assistant coach at Bates to
George Wigton, who is on leave this
year. Tom Conners will be the assist¬
ant coach.
Despite the loss of starting center
Rob Dodson and forward John
Kirby to graduation, Bates should
have a better inside game this year
than last. Rebounding and inside
scoring were two areas Bates suf¬
fered in last year.
Those problems may be reduced
this year by senior Gary Tedesco,
sophmores Ben Hughes and Lance
Mathieson and 6'6" freshman Dave
Kennedy. Starter Dan Wrenn and
freshman Rob Peretti will play small
forward.

While the inside has been
improved, the backcourt is some¬
what uncertain. Captain Bob
Michel, last year’s field goal and free
throw percentage leader, and Herb
Taylor, last year’s second leading
scorer and team leader in rebounds
and assists, have both been injured.
Michel has had tendonitous and
Taylor has arthritic knees. Backing
up starters Michel and Taylor will be
guards
A.J.
Johnson,
Dave
Brenner,Mike Ouellet and Kevin
Pompret. Rounding out the team
are Jim Amfilo, John Eddy and
Brad Boutilier.
Bates won’t be able to let up one
bit this season, facing a very tough
24 game schedule, the maximum
amount of games allowed by NESCAC rules. Although Bates only
plays one Division II school (Ben¬
tley) and does not play Division I
Dartmouth as it did last year, the
Bobcats will be up against the tough¬
est of Division III schools.
All of last year’s ECAC and
NCAA final four are on this year’s
schedule. Tufts, Colby and Bowdoin, all teams in last year’s ECAC
tournament, return as strong as ever
this year.
]
Tufts, the best team in New
England last year, returns equally
tough and Colby has all its players
returning.
Bowdoin, Bates’ other CBB rival,
has most of its players returning and

time. (Tailback) Charlie Richardson
had a great offensive day.”
Bates 24-Hamilton 17: “A game
we felt we could, and should, win.
The score doesn’t really reflect the
game. We controlled most of the
way. That was the game that Don
Sarason had his touchdown pass.”
Bates 16-Wesleyan 6: “It was
another outstanding defensive ef¬
fort. We completely controlled them
the first three quarters.”
Bates 21-WPI 13: “It was an
extremely physical game. Once
again the defense played the key
role. We were able to keep them
from scoring.”

Colby 28-Bates 21: “We simply
were outplayed. I was pleased with
our strong comeback at the end, and
we were all disappointed that we
couldn’t pull it off.”
Bowdoin 33-Bates 14: “We had
injury problems... and real prob¬
lems controlling the ball in the
fourth quarter.”
Harrison also commented on the
performance of senior Mike Heslin,
quarterback for the Bobcats this sea¬
son. “I’m very proud of the way
Mike played. He stepped into adiffi(Continued on Page 7)

play, but he knows that it’s a long,
record.”
Silas seems satisfied with the per¬ hard grind to the Sampsionship
sonnel changes made since last year. series.
“We got off to a flying 0-7
“We’ve made several key moves in
hopes of winning the Sampsionship. Sampsionship-like start because the
Perhaps the most important was the majority of our early season games
acquisition of guard Lionel Hollins were on the road. If we plan to chal¬
lenge for the title, however, our team
from Philadelphia.
“After having watched Hollins concept must deteriorate rapidly
shoot and miss many crucial when we play at home.
“I have complete confidence in
jumpers in his short but unsuccessful
stint with the Sixers, I have reason to my players. I feel we can lose to any
believe that he can definitely screw team, anywhere, on any given
up a number of games for us this night.”
The Knicks have been extremely
season. When the game is on the
line. I want the ball in Lionel’s active in the free agent and trade
markets. And Brown says that New
hands.”
No doubt the New York Knicker¬ York is still looking to wheel and
bockers have been the biggest sur¬ deal.
“We’re always looking to make
prise of the season as of late. Knick’s
Coach Hubie Brown is pleased with
his team’s lethargic early season
(Continued on Page 7)
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Bell and Goodberlet Qualify for NCAA’s
by Maijie Needham
Staff Reporter

It’s a funny thing about runners,
they don’t appear to be as compell¬
ing and sturdy as one might imagine
they should be. Yet to be a successful
competitor, a runner’s body must be
able to counter abuse and his/her
mind must be even stronger. These
characteristics are part of the reason
Nancy Bell and Jamie Goodberlet
will be representing Bates this week¬
end in Fredonia, N.Y. at the
National NCAA cross country
championship.
While Bell is a quiet, pensive indi¬
vidual her results explode. She is
not only an outstanding athlete but
she il a conscientious Dana scholar
as well. A sophomore from Canton,
Ma., Bell ran a muddy three mile
Franklin Park course in 18:'28 this
past weekend; placing seventh over¬
all and qualifying for the National
meet.
Bell cites friend and teammate
Becca Watt as a major factor in her
achievement. “All season I’ve been
watching her, getting closer and
closer to her.” She feels working
with Watt and training with some¬
one of equal strength was good
incentive and helped her improve
more than any other single factor.
Bell has been chasing Watt most
of her two years at Bates. The lead¬
ing Bobcat runner, Watt qualified
for Nationals last year, and was
Bates’ first All-American in wo¬
man’s cross country. The gap
between Watt and Bell had been
consistantly diminishing this season,
climaxing when Bell surpassed Watt
at the New England meet October
30th. Watt missed qualifying this

year by two places. Bell’s time of
17:46.3 in the New England meet set
a new Franklin Park record for
Bates cross country.
Bell started running as a Fresh¬
man at Canton High School “just to
see what it was like.” Running both
cross country and track, her best
time was a 5:52 mile.
A chemistry and math double
major, Bell chose Bates because it’s
“a small school” with “a good repu¬
tation” and because she felt she
would be able to run her hardest
without being under pressure.
This past weekend Bell ran her
hardest race ever, both physically
and mentally. Her reaction to quali¬
fying and in going to the Nationals
was genuine wide-eyed excitement.
“I was shocked. I really wanted to
go. It was in the back of my mind,
but I didn’t think it was possible.”
Now, knowing what to expect she is
“really excited.” “It’ll be an
experience.”
As for the future? “Coach
(Carolyn Court) will kill me for this
but, I’d like to do Marathons.”
According to the men’s cross
country coach Walter Slovenski,
Jamie Goodberlet is “a quiet” com¬
petitor who “works hard and has the
respect and admiration of the entire
squad.” Goodberlet ran a 25:06 five
mile race through the rain and
sludge in Franklin Park last week¬
end. He was the seventh runner to
cross the finish line, qualifying to
run in the National championship.
Although Goodberlet’s college
career has been stop and go, when
running physically up to par his per¬
formances have been sensational.
During his Freshman year, Goodbe¬
rlet really began helping the team in

Hockey Club Looking
Ahead to Strong Season
by P.J. Levin
Staff Reporter

This year’s mens ice hockey club,
led by co-captains Nick Velonis and
Kevin Bates, has been described as a
strong skating club which, if its
potential is realized shall fair well
against its many fierce opponents.
The club is not only provided with
leadership through its able captains,
but also through the coaching of two
local men; Coach Ray Pasquale who
is a banker from the Androscoggin
Bank as well as a talented skater and
its faculty advisor-coach, Associate
Professor of French Dick William¬
son.
Despite Williamson’s winter sab¬
batical second semester he will still
offer his services to the club through¬
out their entire season.
The hockey club, which seeks to
gain varsity sport status, has also
appointed a member in charge of its
proposals for the construction of an
indoor rink. The club’s representa¬
tive, sophomore Roy Belden, has
contacted contractors -Ss"and . " has
already obtained the lowest bid.
The rink would serve the club as
its first priority, as the club would be
responsible for its maintanence, yet
when not in use for practices, it will
be open to the entire student body as
well as to the faculty members. The
proposed site for the rink is that of
Rand field.
Aside for a representative respon¬
sible for rink proposals that club has
other members in high offices as
well. Serving the club as president is
junior Peter Uliciny. As vice-

president, the club has elected
sophomore Mike Karin, treasurer is
junior Rob Ravenelle, secretary is
senior Kevin Bates, and co-secretary
is sophomore Laura Hutchinson.
These member, accompanied by
the coaches and captains, aid the
team in becoming as competitive as
it is capable of being.
This competitiveness, however is
not illustrated through one’s first
glance at the score’s from this past
weekend’s scrimmage against Uni¬
versity of Maine at Farmington and
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy.
Both scrimmages ended in losses
for the Bobcats with scores of 4-2
and 9-3 respectively.
These scores say little about the
talent and skillful play which
emerged on the rink during both
scrimmages. Several players suf¬
fered injuries due to the rough play
of those members of the MCP
squad. Those injured were sopho¬
mores Roy Belden and Brad
Weeden and freshman Chris Lynch.
Despite their injuries, these play¬
ers were cited as being big assets to
the club’s capacity for becoming a
success.
Several newcomers were also
mentioned as contributing greatly to
the club as a unit. They were fresh¬
men Mike Shea and Steve Sughrue.
to create a potentially dangerous
attack to any opponent they are to
face in the future.
Despite a slow start, the outlook
for the upcoming season is strong
and as one of the most popular club
sports at Bates the team will be sure
to receive a lot of support from the
entire Bates Community.

the championship meets. He placed
eighth in the New England division3
race, and 18th in the all divisional
New England meet. His best Frank¬
lin Park time of the season was
25:33. By his first indoor season
Coach Slovenski placed Goodberlet
in the same category as the school
one mile record holder Paul “Windman” Hammond, and the two mile
indoor holder Tom Rooney. In the
pre-Christmas meets, Goodberlet
won both his events; the mile against
Bowdoin and the two mile against
Lowell.
During the second semester that
year, Goodberlet’s Bates career was
temporarily interrupted as he
decided to try his interest in engi¬
neering at Harvard. However, pref¬
erring the Bates atmosphere,
Goodberlet indicated his interest in

returning to Bates. He did not com¬
pete while at Harvard and Coach
Slovenski was pleased to have him
back running on his squad.
The year started off relatively soft
as the talented sophomore was pro¬
tecting an old injury, but his confi¬
dence was improving each week. By
October he was back into full train¬
ing. The result is that he has consist¬
antly placed among the top three
Bobcats in every championship
meet.
When asked about his best race
ever, Goodberlet debated between
two, the Portland Boys Club five
mile race and the BC relays last
spring. After considering his 30:23
10K finish he smiled and decided on
the BC meet.
Goodberlet is not the only out¬

standing runner in his family. He
started running his Freshman year
at Buckfield High School (Nlaine)
because, “my brothers and sisters
did. They had a big influence.” His
older sister Karen will also be run¬
ning this weekend.in the NCAA
championships: representing divi¬
sion 1 Arkansas. She qualified with
an 18:14 three mile race, and is
fourth for the Razorbacks.
Goodberlet sees running in his
future although he is not committing
himself. For the moment he’s focuss¬
ing on Nationals. “It’s going to be
quite a honor, but disappointing
that the rest of the team can’t be
there to share the experience. They
should be there. They worked just as
hard, harder. They really deserve to
be there.

Country Finishes Third
By Maijie Needham
Staff Reporter

BOSTON, MA—Mud and rain
did not keep the men’s cross country
team from a third place finish in last
week’s NCAA Division 3 New
England Qualifying meet. With 130
points the Bobcats finished behind
Colby, with 82 points, and Brandeis,
with 40.
Ordinarily, a third place finish
guarantees the entire squad entrance
to the National meet. However, as a
member of NESCAC Bates is only
allowed to send qualifying individu¬
als. Second place finisher Colby is
under the same constraints.
Therefore, first place Brandeis,
fourth place MIT, and fifth place
SMU will be representing New
England this weekend in Fredonia,
New York.
Both Bates and Colby will be rep¬
resented in the National event, how¬

ever. Bates’ top runner, Jamie
Goodberlet, was the seventh individ¬
ual finisher in 25:06. Todd Coffin of
Colby was the first individual quali¬
fier in 24:38, followed closely by
teammate Rob Edson in 24:40.
Kelly Dodge, also from Colby,
placed 11th on the individual list in
25:12.
It was a sloppy, frustrating run for
these 167 runners as the course was
nearly impossible to maneuver. The
competitors seemed to be stuck in
their starting positions throughout
the entire race. People were sliding
and falling, upsetting both their own
pace and others.
Other Bates finishers in this meet
were: Fred Turkington (25th) with a
time of 25:52, Len Morley (29th) in
25:55, John Cullen (30th) in 25:56,
and Ken O’Regan slid across the line
in 26:02, placing 39th. Bob Ricci and
A1 Waitt also represented the Bob¬

cats, clocking 27:04 and 27:05,
respectively.
Bates has qualified for Nationals
eight out of the past nine years, but
due to the NESCAC rules, since
they have never placed first, only
qualifying individuals have gone.
This has been a strong season for
the Bobcat cross country squad,
who, despite being plagued with
injuries, never gave up. Both Good¬
berlet and Morley came back from
injurious setbacks to consistently
place among the top three Bates fin¬
ishers. Captain Pete Weyand is still
on the side lines with an injury. The
team ran superb as a pack, placing
Bates as one of the best teams at the
championship meets.
The results of this season stand
firmly on their own, but consider the
prospect that nearly the entire team
will be returning next season.

Zaia Takes Turkey in Annual Trot
by Maijie Needham
Staff Reporter

Joe Zaia, ’85, led a field of Bates
faculty and students across the finish
line to win a turkey last Sunday
afternoon in the Annual Turkey
Trot. Running for the “Ski Bun¬
nies,” Zaia finished the three mile
course alone in 16:34.
Zaia’s teammate Peter Gluck
clasped hands with Dan MacDo¬
nald as they crossed the finish line in
16:51, tying for second.
Representing the “Golden Old¬
ies,” John Kelsey was the first male
faculty member to cross the line in
fourth place with a time of 16:57.
Also a member of the “Golden
Oldies” team, Carolyn Court was
the first woman faculty member to
finish, clocking 18:58 in 27th place.
Rebecca Watt, running as a
member of ‘Three Kilos and a
Watt” co-ed team, was once again
the first woman student to place. In
a time of 18:11, Watt was 20th.
Excitement and enthusiasm ran
high as 58 “runners, joggers and
plodders” raced across campus in
hopes of testing their endurance,
improving their, health and possibly
winning a turkey. Butterball turkeys
were presented to the first team to
finish in each category.
The winning co-ed team was the
“Outing Club Jocks,” made up of
Dave Kennedy (11th), Larry Lackey
(15th), Becky Jones (24th) and Pau¬
line Vashon (30th).
The first all male team to finish,

the “Ski Bunnies” was comprised of
Zaia (1st), Gluck (2nd), Sam Smith
(6th), and Phil Cromier (12th).
Laura Hackett (37th), Arlene
Poisson (48th), Karen Drugge
(41st), and Ann Benoit (42nd) suc¬
cessfully combined efforts as the
Cross Country Ski team.
Mike Katz was also given a spe¬
cial award, the Middle Of the Pack
Runner, finishing 29th in 19:09.

Eleven members of the faculty
and staff ran in the race. While most
people ran in such teams as “The
Better Half,” “The Slow Pokes,”
“Four Abreast,” “Super Scrubs,”
“Rocky IV,” and “High Counts,”
there were 14 individual entrants.
Coach William “Chick” Leahey
and Court seemed pleased with the
outcome of this annual event.

HE JUST WON THE TURKEY TROT, and now Joe Zaia takes a
well-deserved breather to think about the race. Student photo by Scarpaci.
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Bobcats Drop Another One
by Lissa Bass
Staff Reporter
The Bates football season ended
last .Saturday on a sour note. The
Bobcats closed out 1982 with a
heartbreaking loss to the Tufts Uni¬
versity Jumbos, 21-7.
The first half of the game saw a
few interceptions, a few turnovers,
and a lot of cha'nces on both sides to
score. Perhaps the chilly, windy day,
and the muddy field had something
to do with the sloppy play.
In the first quarter. Bates quarter¬
back Mike Heslin was sacked at the
Tufts 40-yard line for a loss of 14
yards. A break came later on for the
Bobcats, however, when Tufts
fumbled and the ball was recovered
by Bates on the Jumbos 45.
The Bates offense couldn’t score,
though, and the first quarter ended
with a spectacular interception by
Tom D’Arcy, who returned the ball
for 12 yards.
The second quarter wasn’t any
better for Bates. Safety Mark
DeFranco recovered a Tufts fumble
on the Bates 18-yard line, but the
Bobcat drive was stopped by an
interception. Tufts had to punt, but
once again the Bobcats’ push was
stymied, as Heslin was intercepted.
At 3:54 on the clock. Tufts broke
loose, and scored a touchdown and
the extra-point, ending the half with
the score 7-0.
A break came in the third quarter
for Bates. Defensive end Tim Lyne
recovered a fumble on the Tufts 29,
and despite the fact that Bates made

nothing come of that, several plays
later D’Arcy had his second inter¬
ception, and this time Bates made it
all the way to the endzone. Split end
Neil Murphy put the Bobcats on the
scoreboard, on a pass from Heslin.
Kicker Don Sarson made the extra¬
point.
That was it for Bates, however.
Tufts scored again in the third quar¬
ter, making the score 14-7, and
despite an interception by DeFranco
in the fourth quarter, Bates couldn’t
really move the ball well enough to
.come back. Final score: 21-7.
Bates Coach Web Harrison felt
that the offense didn’t move the ball
very consistently throughout the

game and “we never finished any
drive. We had several opportunities
to score but we’d either fumble or be
intercepted.”
He went on that “defensively 1
thought we played reasonably well.
(Tufts) is a strong football team and
we contained them... we. looked
pretty sound.”
Harrison named Tom D’Arcy,
outside linebacker, as defensive
player of the week and Allen Presseller, fullback, as offensive player of
the week. He also cited tailback
Charlie Richardson and linebacker
A1 Mandrafino as playing well.

Squash Shooting for Varsity Status
One of the more increasinly popu¬
lar sports at Bates is squash, and
Peter Wood is trying to make this
known throughout the Bates
community.
Wood, captain of the Bates
Squash Club, feels that the three
year old club is just entering its
prime with talented players and
tough competition.
The 35 member club practices
daily under the coaching expertise of
Wood and Barry Kutzen, a resident
of the area. Beginning the first week¬
end in December, the club will com¬
pete against Babson, Bowdoin,
Colby, MIT, Middlebury and
Amherst.
Peter Wood, Alex Banks, and Pat
Donnelly are just a feww of the
promising members.

Wood has high expectations for
this year’s club and expects to so well
in competitive matches. The club
will be applying for varsity status in
March.

Women’s
Basketball
(Continued from Page 5)
and twins Althea and Leslie Latady,
5'11" forwards from Norwell, Mas¬
sachusetts, Though identical in
appearance, Turnbaugh feels each
girl has a unique and successful sea¬
son ahead of her.
The schedule for the Bobcats is a
challenging one as they face power¬
house teams such as Husson, Uni¬
versity of New England, Nasson and
Merrimack.

Field Hockey Wins Tournament
by Doug Campbell
Staff Reporter
The Bates field hockey team finished its season by winning the
Maine State Tournament. The Bobcats came up against University of
Maine at Orono in the finals, and in
a' well played game defeated them
2-0.. In the semi-final game three
days earlier, Bates pounced on the
University of Maine at Farmington,
and beat them convincingly 8-1.
In the toumement finals against
U.M.O., Bates’ Sidney Brown
scored unassisted in the first two
minutes of play. The two teams
played to a stalemate for the remaining part of the half. Carolyn Campbell broke the game open late in the
second half be scoring on a well executed back door play set up by
Laurie Sevigny. The defense, led by
Freshman Sue Chick, held firm and
Bates took the toumement.
In order for Bates to have made it
to the finals, they had to. first get by

the University of Maine at Farmington. U.M.F. did not prove to be
much of an obstacle. Bates controlled all aspects of the game and
easily won by a score of 8-1. Jane
.Spadorcia paced the offense with
three goals. Sevigny picked up two
goals and an assist. Brown, Pooh
Halliday, and Monique Petty had a
goal.
Coach Sherry Yakawonis was
pleased with the way her team finished up the season. “It was a great
effort of the whole team to come
back from the loss against Tufts and
win the tournament.” Yakawonis
felt that the tournament, especially
the U.M.O. game, was team effort
that epitomized the teams play all
year.
Bates finished with a 9-1-2 record
in regular play, and a 12-2-2 record
including tournament play. The
team took second place in the
N.I.A.C. tournament, and won the
Maine State toumement. The only
losses were the Holy Cross and
Tufts.

Football Year
(Continued from Page 5)
cult position—starting his senior
year.. When you’re quarterback
you’re in the hot seat, and I think
towards the end of the season he
took too much pressure on himself.”
Harrison went on that Heslin “did
a great joball year. Most of the other
coaches have commented to me that
he’s done a good job this year, and
that they were impressed.” Heslin
finished the season with 90 com¬
pleted passes, for 1095 yards and 10
touchdowns.
Harrison said, concerning his 4-4
record, “I feel badly for the senior
players. They are a great group, both
individually and collectively, in

terms of what they meant to the
team. They deserve better,” he
added, “but its hard to know what
didn’t allow us to do better.”
Those players that saw their col¬
lege careers end last Saturday were
quarterback Heslin, co-captains A1
Mandrafino and Tim Gleason, Phil
Cronin, Neal Davidson, Joe Dawe,
Mark DeFranco, Tom D’Arcy,
Tom Grein, Tim Lyne, Mike
McGonagle, Kevin O’Maley, John
Petrosky, Allen Presseller, Sarason,
and Bob White.
The Bobcats mentor concluded,
“When you have a season that ends
with not what you expected, you
immediately look to next season.
I’m looking forward to it.”

Special recognition goes to
Sevigny and Spadorcia at the end of
the season. Both were elected to the
All-State Team-. This honor has spe¬
cial significance, for the players, not
the coaches chose the team. For
Sevigny, a senior, this is the second
year in a row she has earned a spot
on the team. Spadorcia, a freshman,
is looking to repeat next year.
The key to the teams success all
year has been that everyone has
worked together. Bates had a well
balanced scoring attack, and the
defense led by goalie Janet Bursaw,
was stingy all year. Spadorcia and
Brown were the scoring leaders.
Brown picked up twelve goals and
four assists, while Spadorcia had
nine goals and three assists. Tracy
Dolan had seven goals and two
assists. Georgeanne Ebersold added
three goals and three assists. From
her midfield position Carla Fitzge¬
rald scored three goals and passed
for another, as did. Sevigny. Halli¬
day picked up three goals, Campbell
two, and Sue Miller one.
The defense was one of the best in
New England. Bursaw had six shu¬
touts, and let up an average of .875
goals a game. Chick, Petty, Fitzge¬
rald, Campbell and Karen Drugge
provided a solid wall that few teams
could penetrate. This combination
of solid defense and consistant
offense turned out to be to formida¬
ble for most opponents.
Though there are a large number
of underclassmen on the team, the
crux of leadership came from the
seniors. An unprecedented Sevigny,
Dolan, and Sarah White all earned
this distinction. There can be no
question that their presence will be
missed next year, but even so, the
future looks bright. Yakawonis
looks to the underclassman to pick
up where the seniors left off.

Dave Kaplan:
He Never Misses a Trick
by Lissa Bass
Staff Reporter
Everyone who watches Bates
football knows who Web Harrison
is. Everyone who goes to the games
on Saturdays knows who the players
are. But who knows who Dave
Kaplan is?
If you read your football program
you’ll know that Dave Kaplan is the
student manager of the team. What
the title entails, however, is an unbelieveable time committment, an
incredible amount of responsibility,
and relatively little recognition.
Kaplan, known as “Kappy” to his
friends, is a sophomore from Bel¬
mont, Massachusetts. He went to
Belmont High School, and it was
there that he received his experience
as a manager and a trainer.
“At Belmont Hill I did everything
from taping, to stats, to spotting
(telling the coach what is going on
during the game), to setting up the
field,” Kaplan said.
It was during his j unior year in
high school that his duties were
greatly expanded. The former
trainer had a heart attack and
Kaplan took his place, which he
retained until graduation. It was
during this time that he became an
EMT (Emergency Medical Techni¬
cian), as well.
What exactly does Dave Kaplan,
student manager, do? During the
week he attends every practice, mak¬
ing sure the operation goes as
smoothly as possible. Kaplan’s chief
responsibility, according to him, is
to “make sure the coach stays on the
schedule he sets for himself.” He also
has to make sure the practice equip¬
ment is ready—the water and the
footballs, for example. Much of his
time is spent taking care of individ¬
ual players’ needs.
When game time rolls around,
Kaplan is extremely busy. For the
games when the Bobcats travel,

Sampsionship
(Continued from Page 5)
one key transaction that will assure
us an NBA Sampsionship. Right
now we’re looking to trade forward
Bernard King for either the Lakers’
Mark Landsberger or Billy Paultz of
the Rockets.”
Houston Rocket Coach Del Har¬
ris, on the possible acquisition of
King for Paultz: “Are you crazy?
Paultz is playing the worst ball of his
career! He came to camp 30 pounds
overweight and he hasn’t dropped a
pound! I wouldn’t trade Billy for any
two players in the league.”
Houston may be in the best posi¬
tion to win the Sampsionship this
year because it owns the number one
draft pick of the Cleveland Caveli¬
ers. If things work out for the
Rockets, they could hold the top
two draft choices in the upcoming
NBA draft. Harris is ecstatic.
“When the Cavs drafted John
Bagley in the first round last year, we
knew they’d be terrible. But I’ve
talked it over with my players, and
we decided that we don’t want to
depend on another team’s season in
deciding the NBA Sampsionship.
“We feel that we have the poten¬
tial to be the worst team in the
league. With a line-up of Elvin
Hayes, Wally Walker, Caldwell
Jones, Allen Lea veil and Tom
Henderson, I honestly can’t see us
scoring over 100 points in a game
this year.”

Kaplan is in charge' of rooming
assignments in the hotels, every
player’s meal money, and making
sure that the schedules are adhered
to.
“We have a schedule for every¬
thing,” Kaplan said with a smile,
“and I have to make sure we stick to
them. When you have 50 guys who
have to be down to breakfast at the
same time, and they’re scattered all
over the hotel, it takes a while to get.
them together.”
During a Bates road trip Kaplan
is also responsible for having a
replacement for everything. He said,
“If someone cracks a helmet or
breaks a (shoulder) pad, I have to
make sure I have another one that
fits.”
During the Bobcats’ home games,
Kaplan is responsible for all of the
above, plus more. “I’m responsible
for the kids who work the games
(yard-markers and ball-catchers),
and if they don’t show I’m the one
who gets blamed.”
Kaplan is not alone down on the
sidelines, however. He has two
assistants, sophomores
Felicia
Hoeniger and Beth Wheatley. “They
help me out,” Kaplan said, “and
they’re doing a great job this year.
Because of them, I’ve been able to
take a day off once a week, and not
worry that things won’t get done.”
Taking one day off a week means
a lot to Kaplan, since being manager
requires approximately twenty
hours a week, not to mention away
games, which take two whole days.
Why does Kaplan manage the
team? “I always liked to be involved
in football,” he said. “My friends
play, and I wanted to make a contri¬
bution, to be involved.”
This is the last year that K! apian
will be involved in Bates football,
however.
“I’m retiring after this year. It
(managing) kept me involved and it
gave me an opportunity to learn new
things. But now I want to take
advantage of other things that Bates
has to offer.”
“The time commitment has gotten
to be too much,” Kaplan went on,
“and I think its time for football to
be set aside.”
The players will miss Kaplan, and
his contributions to the team. Wide
receiver Neil Muiphy had this to say
about “Kappy”: “He’s the catalyst of
the team,” said Murphy, “and he
keeps the team together. We used to
tease him and call him ‘Coach
Kappy? The position of manager is
so important, and Kappy does it so
well.”
Sometimes Kaplan doesn’t feel
appreciated, and this may be part of
his decision to retire. “Sometimes I
feel I’m being taken advantage of,
but I guess the friendships, the
advantages, and the opportunities
that grow out of managing make it
worthwhile.”
He added that the “greatest feel¬
ing is when the players recognize and
appreciate the things I do for them. I
still have the feeling I’m letting down
some of the guys, but I have to start
thinking of myself.”
Kaplan doesn’t have to worry that
Harrison
doesn’t
appreciate
him, though. Harrison said, “Dave
is a very fine manager. He puts a lot
of himself into the job, and he’s very
experienced. I leave a lot of the little
things to him, especially when we
travel, and Dave never misses a
trick.”
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WCBB’s Jeff Gabel Saw Role
in Iphigeneia “Rejuvenating”
by Susan Pope
. Staff Reporter
A one-time circus clown from the
Clyde Beatty traveling circus
appeared in a Greek tragedy last
weekend at Schaeffer Theatre.
Jeff Gabel, who was once “Chuck¬
les the Circus Clown” in the largest
tented traveling circus in the coun¬
try, played the part of Agamemnon
in the Bates College Theater Depart¬
ment’s production of Iphigeneia at
Aulis.
Gabel is presently working as pro¬
gram - manager for WCBB in
Lewiston—a public televisioh sta¬
tion owned by Bates, Bowdoin, and
Colby colleges.
• He is, probably best known for
being, in his words, “Maine’s most
popular and only quiz master” on a
WCBB program entitled “So You
Think You Know Maine.” Gabel is
in his fifth year as “congenial quiz
master" of this “honest-to-God quiz
program.”
But for those who aren’t regular
fans of “So You Think You Know
Maine,” Gabel may still look a little
familiar. He appeared at Bates two
years ago in The Merry Wives of
Windsor—a. Shakespearian comedy
in which he played the part of
Falstaff.
Professor Martin Andrucki had
already begun rehearsals for this
play and had no students to handle
* the role of Falstaff. He contacted
Gabel through a-- mutual friend.
Gabel auditioned and took on what
he called “one of the great comedy
roles of Shakespeare.”
Gabel. enjoyed his part in The
Merry Wives of Windsor immensely.
Also, he commented, “1 think he
- (Professor Andrucki) found .a value
for the students, in working with
. someone Who is, older, more expe¬
rienced.” So when.a similar situation

arose in the casting of Iphigeneia at much.” he remarked. Gabel said that
Aulis, Gabel came to the rescue once it was “a challenge to take something
again.
from antiquity and relate it to
Gabel said that he thought today’s audience.”
Andrucki “needed a physically older
Gabel and Andrucki found sim¬
person with a weightier voice to play ilarities between the character of
the part (of Agamennon).” He said Agamemnon and that of former
of Andrucki, “Marty is such a President Richard Nixon. Gabel
joy to work with as a director.” used these similarities to help him
Gabel described Andrucki as being better understand the character he
“intelligent, easy to work with—, was portraying.
brilliant.”
The lives of both Agamemnon
The actor called his experience in and Nixon, said Gabel, center
performing Iphigeneia at Aulis around “a conflict of state versus
“rejuvenating.” He said that televi¬ personal goals—family.” He called
sion programs are “more thrown both men politicians who try to
together than theater." He com¬ please all factions of society and get
plained of the time pressures under caught between those factions.
which television programs are often
produced. “They’re never as good as
you know they could be.” Gabel
remarked.
He liked the contrast of the
The long awaited, and heavily
slower, more relaxed production at debated, night of the Sadie Hawkins
Bates. Although he has had much
Dance has come and gone.
acting experience—pn television, in
Chase Hall Committee has esti¬
summer stock, even as “Chuckles
mated that the number of students
the Circus Clown”—he said, “The attending this dance was between
experience here at Bates has been 325-350. This number is lower than
almost more gratifying than any any in the last few years.
other place.”
Marie Regan, president of the
Gabel also enjoyed working with Chase Hall Committee commented,
the students at Bates, commenting “it’s hard to say. if lower attendance
that “the students here are very ■was due to all the controversy or not.
. talented.”
A few teams were away and that
Gabel was skeptical when he first might have had some influence onlearned that the play being produced the numbers of people attending. On
was Iphigeneia at Aulis. He admit¬ the, other hand, maybe' Sadie is
ted thinking that it “sounded pretty dying it’s own natural death.
dull—a Greek tragedy.” However he
“It’s up to next year’s Chase Hall
said that he also found the idea of a Committee to decide what happens
Greek tragedy intriguing and to' future Sadies;” said Regan.
thought it would be a challenge.
“Hopefully, next year’s committee
“It was a,real eye-opener,” Gabel will take what happened this year,
said of the play. He found it fascinat¬ including all the forums and discus¬
ing that although the play is over sions, into account and base their
2,000 years old there are many sim¬ judgement on that.”
ilarities and parallels to it in today’s
Regan feels that some positive
culture.
things came out of Sadie this year.
“Things really don’t change that “Interestingly, this year’s Sadie

■
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JEFF GABEL plays Agamemnon. Student photo by Wolansky.

Sadie a Partial Success
dance had the least amount of drink¬
ing of any dance Chase Hall Com¬
mittee has ever sponsored,” said
Regan. “There seemed to be a more
mature attitude and .people came
together in groups. People had a lot
of fun and I haven’t heard any nega¬
tive comments about the band,” said
Regan.
Regan also thought that it was a
good idea for the alternative dance
to, be held-upstairs in Chase.Hall
while Sadie was downstairs. “The
two dances were not as separate as
they have been in past years,” said
Regan. She feels there was no hostil¬
ity between the people attending the
two parties and that students inter¬
mixed at both parties after money
was no longer taken.
As a final remark, Regan stated
“that there were less people at both
parties combined this year than in
past Sadies. It seemed like a lot of
people were off-campus.”
This year’s Sadie dance featured
the Shivers, a rock and roll band
from Rhode Island.

The Shivers, who have been
together for a year and a half, play
the New England circuit and per¬
form frequently at colleges in the
Boston area. They have also been
warming up for a number of bands
like the StOmpers, .
Their music ranges from rock and
roll, like the Rolling Stones, to cur¬
rent hits, and, some original work.
The band has not yiet cut anyalbums
because they’re still concentrating
on producing more of their own
music.
Students caught up in the eupho¬
ria of the big occasion, seemed to enjoy the music reasonably well and
most found it “quite danceable."
Some criticism was heard about the
lack of slow dances, and the fact that
the band took too many breaks.
One student summed up their per¬
formance by saying, “they had a lot
of energy, .but did not vary their
repertoire enough.”
—Julie Carson and Margaret Orto

Bates Senior Spins the Rock ’n Roll on WIGY
by Margaret Orto
Arts .Editor
For senior Jon Hall, expressing
himself has always come easy. It’s
now proving profitable for him as
well,
Juggling schoolwork with a parttime.job, Hall is a weekend DJ for
the popular Maine radio station.

WIGY (106 FM) located in Bath.
Currently working a 6 hour shift
from 6 p.m. to midnight every Sun¬
day night, Hall’s interest in radio has
a long, successful history. About the
beginnings of his interest in radio he
says, “I’d come in from playing street
hockey or baseball as a little kid and
have just as much fun taping music

off the radio."
Hall’s enthusiasm for radio has
not died. He describes his work at
WIGY as “an exciting part-time,
job.”
The economics major attributes
his successful rise in radio to Don
Hill, who attended Bates from 197882. Hill started out at the AM sta¬
tion WCOlFdoing behind the scenes
board work for the Maine Mariner’s
network. As he needed extra help,
he asked Hall to assist him.
Eventually, Hill moved on the air
and Hall filled his spot doing board
work. Hall also worked some air
time at WCOU’s fm station doing
such programs as the Central Maine
Country Countdown.
Later, Hill moved to WIGY for
the Sunday night slot which Hall
now fills.
“It’s almost as if I’m following in
Don’s footsteps,” says Hall. Last
year, Hill began to work at WIGY
full-time. Recently, Hall was offered
a full-time job at WIGY when the
night man quit.
Hall decided against accepting
this offer because, as he says, “it’s g
big commitment and something I

couldn’t do while-a student.”
Hall’s experience is not just
limited to WCOU and WIGY.
During the winter of his sophomore
year he began working at WLAM
with a midnight to 6 a.m. shift every
Saturday. Of this stint, Hal! says, “It
is really depressing driving into
Bates at 6:30 a.m. on a Sunday
morning when everybody’s had a
great time the night before and I’ve
been working all thisrtime.”
Ultimately, the Bates DJ began
working anearlier Saturday evening
shift and then a Saturday afternoon
spot at WLAM. He continued at
this radio station through his junior
year.
Hall was also Public Service direc¬
tor of the Bates College radio station
his sophomore year. During his-juriior year, he became Program -Direc
tor and was instrumental in
changing the Bates station’s call let¬
ters from WRJR to WRBC-Radio
Bates'College.
At the end-of his sophomore year,
Hall set up an off-campus short term
newswriting for the all-news AM
station, WEEI, located in Boston.
Owned by CBS, Hall says “he met

some great people and good con¬
tacts” at WEEI. At the time, he was
told he .could have a job after gra:
duation newswriting for this station.
As far as his future goes, Hall
believes he will stay in the media
field. “I love broadcasting, but also
have •; interests in photography,
advertising and journalism,” "he
states.
Of his experience as a DJ, Hall
says, “being a I3J is fun, but not
intellectually Stimulating. You can
only say the ’Continuous Music FM’
so many times ”'
If H'all remains in radio, he would
like to become a program director.
“That’s fun because you get to
choose what type of music should be
played,; when jingles should be run,
and generally run tbe on-air sound
of the radio station,” says Hall.
Working full-time for a radio sta¬
tion requires a tremendous time
commitment. At small stations, DJ’s
work approximately 50-60 hours a
week. Besides on-air hours, a DJ
spends time in production and per¬
forming extra jobs like filling in logs
and getting music together.
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Revolution Rock: the Alternative to Sadie
On Saturday, November 13, the
campus groups organizing the
Revolution Rock Party demon¬
strated that making a political state¬
ment could be fun. The turnout,

atmosphere, and conduct of those
present combined to make this party
possibly the most exciting and
enjoyable to be held at Bates this
year.

Approximately 250 people attended the dance, the largest number
yet to attend the alternative Sadie
dance. Ten members of the faculty
also came to show their support and

to have a good time.
Revolution Rock featured 60’s
music in Skelton Lounge and New
Wave music in Hirasawa. People
were encouraged, to dress accord-

Jekyll and Hyde: Not Bad, but Don’t Rush to See It
Dr.
Jekyll
and
Mr.
Hyde... together again. Rated R.
By Paramount Pictures. Producer Lawrence Gordon. Director - Jerry
Belson. Now playing at the
Northwood Twin Cinema.
Are you tired? Does your brain
hurt from too much studying? Do
you feel like you’ll just die if you
don’t get away from campus for a
few hours? Ifyou have answered yes
to all of tljese questions, then and
only then should you consider going
to this movie.
Dr.
Jekyll
and
Mr.
Hyde... together again, as the title
indicates is a parody of Robert
Lewis Stevenson’s classic of the
same name. A young, well meaning
doctor, played by Mike Bloomfield,
is trying to wipe sickness and
poverty off the face of the earth
through the use of drugs which will
give humans back their survival
instincts.

Dr. Jekyll’s transformation into a
drugged out Mr. Hyde comes about
after he inadvertantly snorts some of
the drugs with which he has been
experimenting—a drug with an
uncanny similarity to cocaine.
In this version Mr. Hyde.is a sex
maniac, while Dr. Jekyll is a
conservative nerd with no time for
such foolishness. The difference
leads to some amusing situations.
Even though it was a low budget
film of poor quality with terrible
acting, it wasn’t all bad. It’s obvious

A meshing of plots and sub-plots,
themes and sub-themes, Savages
forms a terrifying tapestry of human
brutality and savagery.
Who are the savages? Are they the
Cintas Largas Indians of Brazil? Or
are they the bored beaurocrats,
heartless revolutionaries, callous
reverends, hired exterminators, and
tea-party anthropoligists who make

A special exhibition entitled
“Thomas Eakins: Artist of Philadel¬
phia” is being featured at the
Museum of Fine Arts in Boston
through November 28. It is an exhi¬
bition of the works of Thomas
Eakins, an American artist who
painted in the late 19th and early
20th centuries.

and well-known paintings, “The
Gross Clinic” and “The Agnew
Clinic.” These works capture the
stark reality of surgery and
dissection.
Eakins’ paintings are character¬
ized by somber colors and melan¬
choly figures. An abundance of
deep, dark greens and blacks is often
broken by splashes of almost flourescent red which seem to parody
the works.

Eakins is known for his precise
working method, his unconven¬
tional subject-matter, his unideal¬
ized portraits and his fascination
with anatomy. As a student, Eakins
studied anatomy at the Jefferson
Medical College.
Later, his knowledge of, and
admiration for, the field of medicine
was' demonstrated in his shocking

Eakins greatly utilizes natural
shadows, often casting them onto
the faces of his downcast subjects. In
his famous painting, “The PairOared Shell,” the shadow of an enor¬
mous .bridge pillar falls on the two
somber rowers and their boat.
If vacation plans take you into
Boston, a look at this show may
prove worthwhile.
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“Closed due to Timothy Leary’s
birthday.”
On the whole I’d say there was
more going for the movie than
against it, but there are much better
movies coming to spend your money
on.
Also, considering that finals are
rapidly approaching and that this
movie will probably be on HBO by
the end of short term anyway, my
recommendation is to wait on this
one.
- Richard Bauer

Savages Paints True Picture of Human Brutality

Eakins’ Work on Display in
Boston Museum through Nov. 28
by Susan Pope
Staff Reporter

that Mike Bloomfield of NBCs
“Friday’s” fame does his best work
in short skits.
The movie is made up by a series
of these skits with the original Jekyll
and Hyde story line doing its best to
hold them all together. Some of
these scenes are very funny and on
the whole there are more good
scenes than bad.
One part which struck home was
a scene where Hyde is desperately
looking for some drugs and is foiled
by a locked cabinet with a sign;

ingly, and attire ranged from 60’s
mod to Punk and New Wave
fashions.
Revolution Rock was a party that
we see all too seldom at Bates. Hav¬
ing a great time at this party did not
mean getting drunk. People dance,
talked, laughed, sang with the music
and generally enjoyed themselves.
Revolution Rock advertised itself
not as an alternative teethe Sadie
Hawkins dance, but as “a party.”
The “party” developed into a wel¬
come alternative from not only
Sadie, but from most partis that are
presented at Bates.
Just for the record: During the
last 2 hours of this dance, a large
number of people dressed in jeans
and plaid flannel shirts were seen
dancing in Skelton and Hirasawa
Lounges.
; —Milissa Leonard

J

up a society that allows the
extermination of human beings?
Savages, a play 'written by
Christopher Hampton, can leave
little doubt in the minds of its
audience as to who the true savages
are.
Performed in Schaeffer Theatre
on Tuesday, Nov. 16, the play
centered
around
the
brutal
destruction of Indian tribes in
Brazil.
Savages is directed by Colin Muir
and is on its way to appearing in
Hartford and New York. The
production at Bates was sponsored
by the Bates College Theater
Department and the Arts Society.
Savages is powerful. It is well
directed and superbly acted. Yet its
theme
of
blind
human
destructiveness is almost too overt.
It is so strong, so horribly
unavoidable that one is tempted to
detach one-self from it just as the
characters detach themselves from
the horrors within the play.
Savages is presented in a series of
subplots connected by threads of
theme. A group of Indian dance and
perform
ritual
at
intervals
throughout the play. The music
which plays as the Indians perform
their tribal dances in the dimly
lighted backstage is haunting.
Costumes, designed by Mary
Ashton are for the most part simple,
yet unique and ultimately authentic.
Alan West isabureauocratin his
mid-50 s. He is played by John Herr
and has a dominant role in Savages.
West is interested in Indian legends
and narrates them at intervals
during the play.

The legends which tell of the
origin of fire, the origin of the stars,
the origin of music, death, and life
after death, are beautiful, moving
tributes to Indian culture. They also
display the deep though ineffectual
concern that Alan West feels for the
victimized Indians.
West’s wife, played by Trudi Bird,
is shown to be a frivolous, shallow
woman. She talks about rice
pudding amid discussions of the
plight of the Indians.
West is seen in various
settings—having tea with a young
anthropologist, speaking with a
callous British friend and talkingto a
hypocritical Southern reverend. At
the beginning of Savages West is
seen being abducted by a Brazilian
revolutionary. The revolutionary,
Carlos Esquerdo, is made all too real
by actor Gary Cavello.
Along with the other settings,
West is seen chained to a bed,
conversing with his kidnapper. A
touching,
almost
friendly
relationship develops between West
and Esquerdd.
They play chess and argue politics
together. But in the end Esquerdo
betrays his friend ruthlessly—a
parallel to the bombing of the
Indians which occurs moments
beforehand.
The tea-party anthropologist,
Miles Crenshaw is played with
sincerity by Tyrone Murphy. He is
the character most sympathetic and
most easily sympathized with. Yet
he mocks his own inability or refusal
to help the Brazilian Indians.
A revolting series of interviews
attempt to shock the viewers of

New Billy Joel Album
His Best Attempt Yet
Billy Joel, Nylon Curtain,
Released by Columbia Records.
After slipping and sliding through
his last few albums, Billy Joel has
reproved himself in his latest release,
Nylon Curtain.
Featuring the hit single “Pres¬
sure,” Nylon Curtain deals with the
complexities of modem society. A
variety of sounds and lyrics provide
something different in each cut.
Especially impressive are his
“Laura” and “Good Night Saigon.”
“Laura” sounds a bit like the Beatles
“Maxwell’s Silver Hammer.”
Reminiscing about the life of a GI
in Vietnam, ^Goodnight Saigon”
begins with the "’Sound of an
approaching helicopter and builds
up until a chorus Of voices bursts out

singing after the first verse.
The most interesting and beauti¬
ful song on Joel’s album is the last.
Joel uses a variety of instruments
such as the cello, accOrdian, sax and
clarinet which lend an orchestral
sound to the piece.
A good blend of music has been
provided on this album. Joel’s deep,
rich voice comes through at the right
moments, adding intensity to the
songs. Song lyrics are clever and
different.
Nylon Curtain has the impact of
Joel’s earlier Piano Man and The'
Stranger and it’s high tech sound
adds a polished effect which sur¬
passes his other albums. In fact, the
improvements evident in this album
make it his best attempt yet.
—Margaret Orto

Savages. A long-haired youth,
played intensely by U. Jonathan
Toppo, is questioned about his part
in the actual “extermination”
process. He speaks unemotionally,
without hesitation about a girl being
chopped in half, about corpses
strewn across the ground, and
countless other acts of flagrant
sadism.
Alan West writes poetry, records
the Indian legends, and argues for
them at tea-parties; but does nothing
to help them. Miles Crenshaw, the
anthropologist, has spent nights
with Indian tribes and displays
touching sensitivity toward them.
“They look into your eyes and
they know it all.” he says. Yet he too
is strangely unable or unwilling to
help..
- Susan Pope

Hall
on WIGY
(Continued from Page 10)
“A lot of changeover occurs in this
business,” says Hall. “Work as a DJ
gets monotonous and there’s not
much money in it." A top DJ in
Maine might make $22,000 a year
and Jess Cain, a DJ for Boston’s
popular WHDN makes $110,000 a
year. These are the exceptions, how¬
ever,” says Hall, “not the rule ”
Although A M stereo is coming in,
Hall feels that in five years time AM
radio Will be all talk and news. He
believes FM will remain all music, as
the sound is crisper than on AM.
WIGY, which Hall believes is the
most-listened-to station on campus,
is labeled as “Contemporary Hit
Radio.” “WIGY plays top 40 tunes
and some AOR (Album Oriented
Rock),” says Hall
Heavy competition exists be¬
tween other Maine stations and
WIGY. These stations include
WBLM which plays AOR, Magic
93 in Portland, playing soft rock and
WPOR, a country music station.
As for WIGY, Hall likes its mix of
music. “There’s good variety,” says
Hall. “You might hear a new song by
ABC called Look of Love and then
an old song like the Doobie’s China
Grove.” . & I|
'
Hall also i appreciates his co¬
workers at WIGY. “It’s fun working
with long time Maine DJ’slike Wil¬
lie' Mitchell, Scott Robbins and
Steve Rogers,” says Hall. “Last year
Willie was voted the best DJ in
Maine by Music Line Magazine.
You know you’rejat. a good station
when you follow a guy like Willie,”
Hall said.

(Mo
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Freedom and Resistance
A recent letter to the Boston
Globe suggested that young men
who do not register for the draft are
grossly un-American and would
have been the first to hide under
their beds when Paul Revere
sounded the alarm.
Whoever wrote that letter missed
the point.

Scott A. Damon

A Lesson to be Learned
There was a foolish attempt made by one
Student editorial writer. The writer tried to
make the point that a series of Double-Sadie
type dances might actually help to reduce campus sexism.
To an ouside observer, the point would be
clear. These dances would enable women to
comfortably ask men out as well as the other
way around, the writer hypothesized. Eventually, perhaps, any women would be able to ask
any man out on a date without feeling “low” or
strange. Although some women do feel comfortable in this situation, they seem to be the
exception rather than the rule.
Somehow, though, the words written in the
editorial never quite made their point to those
who read them as a trial. To an outsider, who
has never been bombarded with Sadie con-

troversy, the thoughts and ideas stated in the
editorial might have been transmitted
effectively.
This should teach us a lesson. We’ve been
conditioned that Sadie is dirty, sexist, and just
plain wrong. Although this has been true in
the past, does this always have to be the case?
It seems that it does. Anything smelling of
Sadie in any way, shape, or form will be condemned by certain segments of the BaUs
society. The stereotype disallows any constructive function a double sadie dance might
have.
It seems that the subject has been closed,
until next year when we’ll do it all over again.
The editorial writer learned a lesson as well
... right or wrong, some things can’t be
changed.
—Jon Hall

Thoughts on Everything...
Here are a collection of the opinions that we ers should be congratulated for their success,
haven’t talked about in the editorials yet:
The Bobcat fans should be congratulated for
On Sadie-. Do away with it! Adopt the mys- the fine sense of sportsmanship displayed all
tery dance or some reasonable facsimile, season, especially at the N1AC finals game
Encourage dating, yes, but encourage dating between Tufts and Bates. There was a good
for both sexes.
turnout combined with a sense of appreciation
On Abortion: It’s hard to believe that for a super performance by both teams.
Ronald Reagan is so opposed to abortion,
On the Freeze: Some say that more bombs
seeing how badly he screws the babies after will end all wars. Can’t see it. How many times
they’re born. He’s cut social services, educa- do we want to blow up the world with nuclear
tion expenses, school lunch programs and weapons? If we want to live in peace, then we
then leads them to war. And if they’ve made it are going to have to go with the Freeze!
past 65, he cuts their social security.
On Commons Food. Check the Napkin
On the Deer Prank: They got off easy. Peo- Board,
pie have received the same reprimand for takOn the Honor Code: Not sure how much
:ng out a library book improperly.
honor it will instill, but the idea has symbolic
On Timothy Leary: Interesting talk, but are merit. Not too crazy about turning people in
drugs really the answer? For $3,500, we could because it sounds too much like police work,
have had a name band tell us the same thing. We’ll wait for some developments, if, in fact,
On a Pub at Bates: Love to see it. That kind any are in store,
of atmosphere is conducive to social interac- . On the Soviets: They’re people. People with
tion between faculty and students beyond the dreams, people with feelings, people with
classroom, which is much needed here. And ideas. The tension between the USSR and the
you don’t have to put the damn thing in the USA won’t be relieved by viewing them as
Den. Put it somewhere else, it’s well worth the “total and incorrigible enemies, consumed
investment.
only with their fear or hatred of us and dediOn Capital Punishment: Sad, but true, that cated to nothing more than our destruction.”'
we still use this archaic brand of punishment in
On College Journalism: It’s exciting, but it’s
America. “Why kill people who kill people to tough reporting for and about the Bates cornshow that killing people is wrong?”
munity. The truth doesn’t always elicit
'satisfaction... . ,
...
.
On the Bates-Freld-HoekeyTeam-rlhe-pYery-..1
rr'i—Jeff Roy

Putting aside the obvious argu¬
ment that the Revolutionary army
was not conscripted (indeed, con¬
scription did not begin in any real
sense until the Civil War) we must
consider the thrust of the
argument—that draft resistance is
un-American.
If it is American to pick up a gun
and shoot without reflection, to do
simply as a man in a green (or blue,
or white, or camouflage) uniform
says without thinking, to give up
one’s identity, then the draft resister
is un-American.
However, these things are not
now, nor have they ever been, what
America is about. The American
dream is of independence and in res¬
isting curbs on their freedom these
young men only continue the Ameri¬
can revolution rather than allowing
it to be perverted by militarism.
Look at the first two convicted
registration resisters, Enten Eller
and Ben Sasway. Eller is, pure and
simple, a pacifist. His beliefs, in this
case founded in Christianity, do not
allow him to be involved with the
military in any way. To deny his
beliefs would be to deny his religion,
a guaranteed freedom of the Ameri¬
can dream.
Sasway argued and lost his case in
part on the grounds that he objected
not to all war but to wars such as the
one in Indochina and the potential
ones in Latin America. He sought
no more than freedom to determine
who he would kill and who he would
not kill. His freedom was denied
him.

The resister is not anti-American.
Indeed, he loves his country’s revo¬
lutionary ideals perhaps more than
the militarist. He believes in these
ideals of freedom, of life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness, not just for
Americans but for all the world’s
peoples, and believes he has the inal¬
ienable right to choose how he him¬
self will insure them.
That such criticism of these cour¬
ageous individuals as anti-American
arises only shows the ignorance of
the critics and their lack of any real
interest in what the resister is saying.
That the federal government is
beginning to echo these shallow crit¬
icisms only increases the chance of
anti-government actions which can
and have, in the past, become unfor¬
tunately entangled with actions
taken by those who do not believe in
the one dream of true freedeom.
To resist registration and the draft
is no more or less than an assertion
of personal freedom. And nothing is
more American than freedom.
Scott A. Damon is a contributing
editor of the Student.

Letters_

Team Says
Thanks
To the editor:
On behalf of the 1982 Field
Hockey Team we would like to
thank everyong in the Bates Com¬
munity for their avid support this
season. A busy home schedule of
challenging Division I, Division II
and NESCAC squads created a
high-spirited mood throughout the
fall.
In addition to our “regular” fans
our success brought the welcome
addition of new faces to the banks
of the Campus Avenue field. Then
with post-season competition,
excitement moved to a climax with
the estimated 300 fans in attend(Continued on Page 13)
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Reader Cites Error in Story
To the editor:
In the Nov. 5 issue of the Student,
you published an article entitled
“Wyle Stresses Perspective in Look¬
ing at Nuclear Power.” Unfortu¬
nately, the only thing that was
reported correctly in the entire arti¬
cle was Mr. Weil’s picture.
Firstly, Weil is properly spelled
W-E-I-L, not W-Y-L-E as could
have been discovered by consulting
the Bates Newsletter.

REfoRlS THAT MY TROOPS
HAVE Ml/RDERFD THOUSANDS

W& SENT THEN\ ALL
TO HEAVEN/

OF PEASANTS ARE FALSE

Secondly, Mr. Weil spoke on
“The Energy Implications of Clos¬
ing Maine Yankee,” not nuclear
power in general. The presentation
that you credited to Mr. Weil was in
fact given by Mr. Bob Matthieson, a
representative of CMP. Mr. Mat¬
thieson was sponsored by the
Chapel Board and spoke at their
Luncheon Seminar on Oct. 28. Mr.
Weil was sponsored by the Bates
Economics Society and spoke on the
evening of Oct. 26.
It is very difficult to explain to
someone who comes to Bates at
their own expense that their presen¬
tation was totally misreported by the
college newspaper. Indeed, the

Upset at Prank Coverage
To the editor
We are writing this letter in refer¬
ence to the front page article con¬
cerning the “deer prank,” which
occurred on Saturday night, Oct. 30,
and was subsequently reported in
the Bates Student on Friday Nov. 5.
We feel that the article represents
sensationalism and yellow journal¬
ism in its most rudimentary form.
As a result of this misuse of journal¬
istic powers the people of the third
floor of Adams, in particular those
involved with the prank, were sub¬
ject to unnecessary exposure which
could possibly adversely affect their
status in the Bates community.
We unequivocally acknowledge
the professionalism demonstrated
by Dean Branham in not allowing
the disclosure of the names of the
people that were directly responsi¬
ble; and, we feel that this courtesy
and professionalism should have
been extended to those that were
victimized as a result of the “deer
prank,” by the Bates Student.

Granted, the prank was news¬
worthy; but was neither front page
material nor reported properly and
accurately. In an intellectual aca¬
demic institution like Bates there is
no need for journalism of this type.
David Kaplan ’85, Pat Curry'85,
Paul Stanton ’85, Gregg Nadeau ’85,
Frank Coccoluto "85, Scott Brooke
’85, and Tom Shugrue ’85.
Rico Corsetfi ’85, John Anderson

To the editor
I would like to congratulate Sam
Smith and Charlene Floyd on the
superb job they did putting together
and running the nuclear convoca¬
tion this past November 10 and 11.
The convocation topic was “Solu¬
tion to the Arms Race,” a highly
contested and emotional issue. The
two day event was emotional and
exciting. It covered topics that
ranged from the hazards of nuclear
war to the prevention of nuclear war
and much more. Their excellent cho-

Institute for Humane Studies
“Six undergraduates and three
graduate students will be awarded
IHS Fellowships worth $70,000 in
the ’83-’84 academic years,” said
Walter E. Grinder, vice President
for Academic Programs of the
Menlo Park (CA) based Institute for
Humane Studies.
Announcing IHS’s Claude R.
Lambe Fellowship program, Grind¬
er continued, “Each Fellowship will
cover the student’s tuition for a year,
plus an expense stipend. The under¬
graduate Fellowships allocate tui¬
tion expense to a maximum of 6,000
dollars, plus a stipend of 1,500 dol¬
lars, for a total of up to 7,500 dollars.
The graduate Fellowships will cover
tuition also to a maximum of 6,000
dollars, plus a stipend of 3,000 dollafs uj> to 9.S0O dollars.”
• ’:;r»

f

T

GSriKfer weWt on fo say, *lW’e are ’
accepting applications for Fellow¬
ships from all qualified students.

’85, Joe Mirra ’85, Ron Garrison ’85,
Andy McGillicuddy ’85, Tony
Leahy ’85, and Bob Lieberson ’85.
(Editor’s Note: The information
that was reported in that story was
based on substantial facts. The
information is public and is availa¬
ble at the office of the dean of the
college. Anonymity was granted
the student s charged.)

Congratulations to Organizers

Feflowships Offered by

I ’'OffififisHS'.j.
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Fellowships will be awarded on a
competitive basis.
There are four criteria. First, stu¬
dents must express an intent to
pursue an intellectual career, either
academic or professional. Secondly,
students must have demonstrated a
high level of academic performance.
Thirdly, students should have a
clearly demonstrated interest in clas¬
sical liberal ideas. Lastly, the stu¬
dent’s research (especially for the
graduate Fellowships) is expected to
focus on some aspect of the humane
sciences and to fall within the tradi¬
tion of classical liberal thought.
The deadline for completed appli¬
cations is February 1, 1983. The Fel¬
lowships awarded will be an¬
nounced on April 20, 1983.
For further information and for
application packets, write to Walter;
E. Grinder, Vice President for Aca¬
demic Programs, Institute for
Humane Studies, P.O. Box 1149,
Menlo Park, California 94025.

ice of speakers and movies made the
event a professional job and a job
well done.
It is grass-roots effort such as this
which brings knowledge of the
nuclear-threat to the layperson and
gives us hope that the world will stay
in one piece for another day. The
more people that are informed the
better are the chances of putting an
end to this insanity. As one of the
posters said “the future is in our
hands.” Please support the freeze.
Joel Pdse ’84

Lewiston Sun ran an excellent arti¬
cle on Weil’s talk. It is a sad com¬
mentary on the Student when the
local media can cover college events
better than it is able to do. Increased
awareness in future reporting would
be appreciated.
John Hazelton ’83
Bates Economics Society

(Ed. note - Due to reporter error,
the Student did misreport the Mat¬
thieson Chapel Board lecture. The
facts of the story are correct if Matthieson’s name is substituted in the
article. The editors are sorry for this
oversight, and hope it has caused the
Economics Society no embarassment.)

Letters to the Editor
Both Sides Should
be Presented
To the editor:
After attending a number of pres¬
entations of the NWC (New World
Coalition) sponsored “Nuclear
Arms Freeze Convocation,” my
doubts as to the ability of this type of
program to motivate students
became much clearer.
I see this program as a “Batestypical,” one-sided presentation of a
situation. My criticism is made not
because I am in disagreement with
the contents of the programs pres¬
ented. Nor is it aimed only at this
program.
The Ralph Nader and Timothy
Leary talks, as well as numerous
programs in my four year’s experi¬
ence, could be used as examples.
I just find it hard to seriously
accept, and certainly hard to be
seriously motivated by one-sided
argumentation.
When will those who advocate
certain plans realize that it can help
their argument by having an oppo¬
nent’s view expressed, especially in
an intellectual atmosphere?

Only by hearing both views can I
become truly motivated for a cause.
It is something to think about.
Andy Greenburg ’83

Thanks Fans
(Continued from Page 10)
ance at the finals of the NI AC tour¬
nament vs. Tufts. An afternoon to
be remembered in field hockey his¬
tory for sure.
Also, the signs expressing
encouragement and consolation
that were hanging in Commons
and in the library were appreciated
more than we can say,
A special thanks to those “super
fans” who travelled to Bowdoin to
cheer us on to the State Champion¬
ship and shared in the victory
“spirits.”
It is a very nice feeling to have
such energetic community sup¬
port, a key to our success asateam.
We thank you for giving to us, so
we could in turn give our best to
you. It’s been a great season!
Carolyn Campbell, Janet Bursaw
Co-Captains
1982 Bates Field Hockey Team

ORPHAN ANNIES
S, % COURT ST.
CURIO SHOP
TEL. 782-0638 4- AUBURN, ME.

THE WORLD IS YOUR CAMPUS

Cat People
To the editor:
It was remarkable that the show¬
ing of Cat People coincided with the
controversial Sadie Hawkins dance.
Any of our idealists seeking campussponsored entertainment must have
had a lonely weekend, since they
would surely agree with these com¬
ments by Robert Asahina in The
New Leader (May 3, 1982): “Cat
People (was) written... and direct¬
ed... for no other reason, it seems,
than to show her off (Kinski) as a sex
object in a variety of bizarre situati¬
ons_If you’re into sado-masoch¬
ism and prefer your thrills to be
‘mythic’ as well as explicit, then this
is the movie for you.”
Of course, our idealists could have
anticipated as much if they had
recalled what Kinski said when
Time printed the photo of her posed
with a boa constrictor; she explained
that she is willing td do whatever a

AROUND THE WORLD: sails
Spring 1983 (January 26-May 6)
Port Everglades, Florida • Cadiz, Spain
Piraeus, Greece • Alexandria, Egypt
Haifa, Israel • Bombay, India • Colombo,
Sri Lanka • Manila, Philippines • Hong Kong
•Keelung, Taiwan • Kobe, Yokahama Japan
Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester at Sea offers students a superior
full semester academic program and supporting field experiences. This one semester
experience is available to qualified students from all accredited colleges and univer¬
sities.
More than 60 voyage related university courses. Faculty drawn from the University of
Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented by visiting area experts.
Optional touts, including special tours into the People's Republic ol China, available.

Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed Vhe S-SUniverse ts;«oRy air-conditioned.
tuns, -regimered in Liberia and built in

America,
i: beware
the fate of Sadie! You may be next.
James Lane. ’83
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a tree color broehure. write: Semester at Sea.CiCW, University of Pittsburgh, Forbes
strangle. Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free «WO) 6510195 fm C alifornia call
Quadrangle.
(714)771-6590).
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Witchcraft Can be Rooted to Ergot Fungus on Rye Bread
by Gail Fons

Senior Reporter
Witchcraft and rye bread was the
topic of a lecture given by visiting
Professor Mary K. Matossian last
Thursday evening in Skelton
Lounge.
In what initially began as a study
of family history, Professor Matos¬
sian soon found herself delving into
the records of the notorious Salem
witchcraft trials of 1692. Her
research and discoveries soon led
her to publish an article in American
Scientist, which added further evi¬
dence to a theory that had been pro¬
posed by Linda Caporeal in 1976, a
theory which had rippled the
smooth, sedate surface of history.

gious converts lived close to sea
level. “Then I began to read New
England diaries,” Matossian con¬
tinued, tracing records to Salem,
Massachusetts where similar symp¬
toms had occurred.
Through her research Matossian
found that ergot thrived in low
areas, particularly flourishing after a
sequence of harsh, cold winter and
wet spring, conditions that were met
for the years 1741 and 1692.

Moreover, Matossian discovered
that in the 1660 s the wheat crop in
New England had been afflicted
with wheat rust, and the colonists
had shifted to rye as a source of
nourishment, although wheat was
the preferred grain.

located near or on moist, sandy soil,
areas best suited for cultivation of
rye. None of the land area in Salem,
moreover, was 129m above sea level.
These facts added epidemological
evidence to Caporeal’s ergot theory.
Her research, Matossian ex¬
plained “helps one understand
human limitations. The best way to
improve the amount of one’s free¬
dom is to examine the forces that
cause changes.”

In addition, 24 of the 30
bewitched victims suffered symp¬
toms similar to ergot poisoning. All
of the households affected were

Professor Matossian’s article
appears in the July-August issue of
American Scientist.

Speaker Says Nuclear War Means Death
by Mary Couillard

Staff Reporter

from biological rad:ation and irradi¬
ation. Survivors of a nuclear war
have a markedly diminished ability
to withstand exposure to disease.
This is because radiation affects all
structures which give you resistance
to infection.
Also, there is no food because of
the annihilation of,animals, plants,
and vegetation. People suffer from
malnutrition and dehydration.
In 1962, the Physicians for Social
Responsibility documented the
effects that a 20 megaton bomb
would have on the city of Boston.
The bomb would explode, making a
crater 350 feet deep and a 1 / 2 mile in
diameter. It would kill all people
within a 4 mile radius of the city,
from the ocean to Watertown, from
Everett to Dorchester.
Ten miles away, the blast would
damage all structures; this would
include everything up to Route 128.
The blast would result in lung dam¬
age as well. Up to 21 miles away, the
fireball would be the cause of clothes
burning; within 40 miles, the sight of
the fireball would result in blinc..ess,
and retinal burning.
The effect of radiation is instant
death or death within hours. The
winds would pick up to 400 m.p.h.,
and mass fires would occur for 280
square miles.
Thus, 50 percent qf the people and
animals in this area would die up to
150 miles away from the blast. The
only survivors from such a blast
would be the insects and fungi, who
would thrive on the effects of such a
blast. “It takes 40,000 roentgens
(measure of radioactivity) to kill a

Dr. Steven Sokol, a member of
“Physicians for Social Responsibil¬
Instead of attributing the rash of ity” from Lewiston-Auburn spoke at
witch accusations to existing theor¬ the Chapel Board’s Luncheon Semi¬
ies of “mass hysteria,” “scapegoat¬ nar last Thursday. The topic was
ing,” or “social reactions,” Caporeal “The Medical Consequences of
stated that the main factor in creat¬ Nuclear War,” part of the Convoca¬
ing the fits and convulsions of the tion series held on nuclear war and
witches’ victims was scientific, a bio¬ solutions to the arms race.
logical reaction to convulsive ergot¬
Sokol preceded his discussion to
ism, caused by the ergot fungus say that the “medical consequences
(claviceps purpurea) which occurs of a nuclear war is death.”
on rye grain.
He cited many statistics during
“A rye fungus produces ergot, the the lecture pointing to the conserva¬
source of LSD, the roots of the tive attitudes of America’s youth on
halucinations and convulsions,” the problem of nuclear war. In a poll
Matossian began by describing the taken at the U niversity of California,
nature and effects of the purple- 15 percent of the incoming freshmen
homed fungus.
said they believed that the U.S.
Four groups of alkaloids are con¬ should wipe out the Soviet Union,
tained within these ergot growths, 26 percent said that 25-50 million
causing a wide range of reactions. casualties in a nuclear war were “to
One alkaloid produces early effects be expected,” and 28 percent said
of giddiness, fatigue, depression, that to talk about the possibility of
frontal pressure on the head, and blindness resulting from a nuclear
late effects of spasms, numbness in war was “sentimental.”
extremities, formication (the sensa¬
Sokol distributed handouts at
tion of ants crawling underneath each table, one of which consisted of
one’s skin), and pinching sensations. excerpts from a book on the after¬
Another group shrinks the blood effects of nuclear war as evidenced at
vessels, eventually resulting in gan¬ Hiroshima, and the other compar¬
grene. Ergononine, another alka¬ ing the Hiroshima bomb to the one
loid, was proscribed to pregnant megaton bomb that both the U.S.
women in labor to speed up the birth and Russia now possess.
and ease bleeding. The last alkaloid
This one-megaton bomb has
which Matossian described reduces about 70 times the explosive power
fertility in women. “It is a very pow¬ of the bomb dropped on Hiroshima.
erful substance of mixed composi¬ The effects of the bomb on the survi¬
tion,” she added.
vors of Hiroshima were devastating.
The last of these properties of
Many died a slow death, suffering
ergot eventually brought Matossian
to the records of the Salem witch
Your f riendly
hearings. While conducting research
Neighborhood Store
of family histories in New England,
'We've got what you've forgot"
she had discovered the record of a
court case, in which a minister had
Open 6 a.m. to Midnight
administered ergot to a young
woman he had impregnated.
7 Days a Week
This fact, and Matossian’s discov¬
• Groceries • Cold Beer • Wine • Kegs Available
ery of the other properties of ergot,
• Newspapers • Magazines • Lunch Counter
Try Our Lobster Rolls!
as well as the unexplainable religious
revival in 1741 piqued Matossian’s
Cor. SabotTus & College
Tel. 784-4750
curiosity. After checking church
records, she discovered that the reli¬

cockroach,” Sokol said to much
laughter.
The problems that would arise for
the survivors of such a holocaust
would be the “collapse of the social
structure as we know it.” There
would be no hospitals, or drug¬
stores, or grocery stores, as the
bomb would moSt certainly be
dropped on a city, where these facili¬
ties are largely located.
Sokol also discussed arms
reduction.
The new defense program insti¬
tuted by President Reagan as a
counterpart to SALT, START, has
10,000 warheads which are ready to
be fired. The Russians now have

7,000 warheads but will have 12,000
by the year 1990. 650 billion dollars
has been spent on arms in this year
alone, Sokol said.
The U.S. government believes
that “we can win a limited nuclear
war, we can evacuate.” Sokol said.
Sokol added that the people who are
going to fight this war are using com¬
puters to plan their strategy. “It’s
easy to talk about nuclear war when
you’re not in a room full of dead
bodies, with the floor full of blood,”
“The message must be taught that
we have had enough of nuclear ter¬
ror. We can’t talk in terms of moder¬
ation, nuclear war means death,
quick or slow,” Sokol said.
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In an interview following the lec¬
ture, Professor Matossiail said, “I
have not come to destroy but to ful¬
fill.” She expects that historians will
meet her idea with opposition, but
still remains optimistic. “It will take
time. There will be controversy, but
the evidence will prevail,” she added.
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